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NEW PRODUCTS
DIAMOND AGE

NeoSteel™ Helmet &
Accessories
Diamond Age released the next generation
steel NeoSteel™ Helmet in August 2020
and now offer the first two helmet accessories, designed specifically for the helmet.
The NeoSteel Helmet is a modular combat
helmet produced using the most technologically advanced metal alloys resulting in
a helmet that meets and exceeds VPAM-3
+ Special Threats ballistic requirements.
The design is based on the combat-proven
M1 steel-pot helmet and is the evolutionary descendant featuring all-day comfort,
balance, protection, and unlike the current
K-pot, polymer-produced helmets today,
will not degrade over time and weaken its
protective capabilities.
The first two NeoSteel Helmet accessories available are the Combat Circlet and
the Face Protector. The Combat Circlet is
the ideal mounting platform for night vision
gear (NVG) and other head-worn accessories. Made from durable, glass-filled polymer and using the most advanced additive
manufacturing techniques, it is securely
mounted to the NeoSteel Helmet by four
retention-system holes on the helmet. The
NVG bracket requires no additional drilling
of holes into the front of the helmet and
provides bungee cord ports for stabilization and retention. The M-LOK side rails
accept accessories directly and can also be
used as a platform for Picatinny adapters.
The Combat Circlet allows for direct
integration with the NeoSteel Helmet
Face Protector. The Ventail Face Protector
offers the wearer an enhanced protection
platform from ballistic threats. It covers
the face, side of the head and a portion
of the anterior neck. It mounts easily and
quickly to the helmet using the four retention system holes on the shell and protects
from blunt impact, blast overpressure and
debris. The Ventail is also fully compatible
with most ballistic glasses and offers an
unconstrained field-of-view while being
lighter in weight and tougher than traditional transparent ballistic visors.
diamondage.org

NeoSteel Helmet

Combat Circlet

Face Protector
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TACTICAL STITCH

TS-611 X-Ray Medical Assault Pack
Tactical Stitch (Private) Ltd manufactures tactical / law
enforcement gear (clothing, bags pouches, vests and gloves,
etc.) The TS-611 X-Ray Medical Assault Pack is a prime
example. The TS-611 X-Ray Medical Assault Pack has gone
through a rigorous testing process, so users can be assured
it’s a bag that can handle the toughest environments and
situations. This pack consists of a large main backpack that
has a removable, front smaller backpack zipped to the front
of it that can also be used on its own—two packs in one.

The pack has a Padded Back Carrying System with MOLLE
webbing on the front and sides that allow users to attach
additional pouches in order to have on-the-go access to
accessories and gear. There is MOLLE hook-and-loop on the
interior walls for customizing the configuration as well as
internal fixation points for medical equipment. It includes
three removable transparent pouches, detachable panels
with elastic loops and a rain cover.
tacticalstitch.com

NEW PRODUCTS

TASMANIAN TIGER®

TT Assault Pack 12
Tasmanian Tiger® introduces the TT Assault Pack 12, a
highly functional, low-profile day pack that can be customized for the mission. The TT Assault Pack 12 features a
detachable padded back carrying system for all-day comfort and two main compartments and is hydration-compatible. The detachable front pocket securely holds helmets,
and internal slots secure armor plates for added protec-

SADJ VOL. 13 NO. 2 |

tion. The outside of the TT Assault Pack 12 features lasercut MOLLE for additional pouches, a sturdy handle and a
hook-and-loop patch for placement of an ID. The interior of
the TT Assault Pack 12 features more MOLLE hook-and-loop
for endless configurations. The TT Assault Pack 12 holds 732
cubic inches worth of gear.
tasmaniantigerusa.com
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FOXFURY

Tactical Electronic
Distraction Device
The T.E.D.D. (Tactical Electronic Distraction
Device) is a less-lethal tactical device that can be
used in situations where flashbangs cannot be
safely deployed. The T.E.D.D. is reusable, rechargeable and is used by law enforcement and security
agencies in training applications and as a de-escalation tool during high-risk situations.
The T.E.D.D. features 360° of light; 2,600 lumens;
strobing capabilities; 120 dB (at 1m) 3kHz of distracting sound; 8 programmable modes; 4 programmable activation delays; and rechargeable
Li-Ion battery.
This powerful device is as loud as an ambulance
siren but produces no concussive blast and can
be used around potentially flammable objects
and chemicals. The T.E.D.D. reduces liability,
increases safety and can be used outdoors and
indoors (including confined spaces).
foxfury.com
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NEW PRODUCTS

PRIMARY ARMS®

ACSS® Griffin™ MIL Reticle
Primary Arms announced the release of a new reticle configuration for the GLx 2.5-10x44mm FFP Rifle Scope (MPN:
610143). The ACSS® Griffin™ MIL reticle is an advanced
MIL-grid reticle that integrates ranging and acquisition
tools from Primary Arms’ patented ACSS reticle system.
This includes both vertical and horizontal ranging brackets,

SADJ VOL. 13 NO. 2
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as well as a bold outer horseshoe for fast acquisition on
low magnification. While the MIL grid can be used for most
holdovers, users can also leverage the scope’s turrets and
chevron aiming point for exact precision at longer distances.
primaryarms.com
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SPEARUAV

Ninox Drone System
SeparUAV has unveiled its Ninox family of encapsulated drones. Instantly launched and intuitively
operated, the drones provide on-demand and
on-the-move intelligence capabilities that create
new dimensions on the battlefield. There are currently three solutions in the Ninox family: Ninox
40, Ninox 66 and Ninox 103.
Compared to traditional drones of similar capabilities, Ninox offers both operational affordability and flexibility: the drones can be launched
manually or from a grenade launcher by individual
soldiers, from a stationary or mobile land platform
or from an aerial or maritime system. Ruggedized
and built to withstand extreme environmental
conditions and vibrations, Ninox is available in a
range of drone and capsule sizes and can be easily
customized to meet customer requirements.
spearuav.com
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The SIG Canebrake proves there is no need
to turn to exotic PDW calibers to achieve
firepower in a petite package.

PistonDriven
Excellence
Story & Photography by Todd Burgreen

SIG Canebrake equipped with SIG BRAVO3 battle sight and SIG SRD762 suppressor fitted under the SD handguard.

T

SIG SAUER MCX
Rattler Canebrake

he SIG SAUER® MCX series of
weapons have quickly evolved
into industry leaders for tactical long arms. Always pushing the
envelope, SIG introduces new variants
of already successful arms, based on
input from downrange end users. The
SIG MCX Rattler Canebrake is sure to
satisfy with its compact .300 BLK firepower, ready-made for suppressor use.
The SIG MCX Rattler Canebrake
comes as a suppressor-ready platform
with SD handguard to accommodate

installed suppressor. An inert training
device that mimics the size and weight
of the SIG SRD762 suppressor arrives
on the Canebrake. Do not worry, a
SIG SRD762 was mounted to get the
full effect of the Canebrake for this
T&E. Providing the inert device is a
savvy move by SIG to not only mimic
Canebrake handling/ergonomics, but
also to assure muzzle flash is past the
shooter’s hand when reaching out on
the handguard in front of the barrel
during operation if a suppressor is not
SADJ VOL. 13 NO. 2
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installed on the Canebrake’s 5.5 inch
barrel. With the MCX Rattler Canebrake, simply unthread the inert training device and install your suppressor.
Typical of SIG SAUER’s reputation for
quality, the MCX was not hastily introduced in knee-jerk fashion. The MCX
series was driven by Tier One DOD unit
requests that sought to increase accuracy, modularity and durability of the
legacy AR-15/M16 system. Furthermore
the lightweight, compact rifle was
intended to be operated suppressed

SIG Canebrake field stripped with SD handguard removed showing 5.5 inch barrel.
from its conception.
The MCX Rattler Canebrake is not
just a miniature AR platform and the
folding stock and diminutive size/firepower ratio offered are big indicators
of this. The MCX’s bolt carrier group is
different than an AR’s. This stemmed
from the initial user’s request to use
a folding stock in lieu of a typical AR
buffer tube set up. SIG installed dual
recoil springs above the bolt carrier
group. Due to recoil spring placement,
the charging handle sits slightly higher
on the MCX compared to an AR. Not
only did the dual recoil springs enable
the folding stock, but they had other
benefits in terms of smoother/softer
recoil impulse, elimination of buffer
tube wear associated with AR piston-driven rifles and increased overall reliability/durability. The Rattler
Canebrake is a specialized miniature
offshoot (pun intended) of the MCX
series of rifles.

BRAVO3 battle sight used with MCX Canebrake.
SADJ VOL. 13 NO. 2
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SIG MCX Canebrake’s 5.5 inch with SIG Taper-Lok Fast-Attach muzzle device installed for easy mounting of SIG SRD762 suppressor.
What sets the Canebrake apart, even
from its larger VIRTUS brethren, is the
compact size, made possible via the 5.5
inch barrel (1:5 twist). The 29.25 inch,
6.5 pound Rattler Canebrake is chambered in .300 BLK, an obvious decision
considering the intent to suppress. A
free-floating, oversized M-LOK handguard is paired with a Canebrake-specific MCX compact upper, matched
with a side-folding Pivoting Contour
Brace. For full disclosure, the Canebrake does not offer the barrel interchangeability typical of the other MCX
variants. The Canebrake was designed
from the ground up to be as discreet
as possible while retaining all the
capabilities of the MCX. SIG created
the MCX Canebrake as the ideal choice
for operators needing maximum firepower in a compact package.
AR-style weapons featuring barrels
below 10 inches are notoriously fin-

icky, especially if suppressed. Plus, do
not forget the AR buffer tube limits
just how small ARs can be realistically
shrunk to, and the SIG MCX operating method addresses this. Much of
the Rattler Canebrake’s development
focused on finding proper placement
of the gas port to optimize reliability,
both suppressed and supersonic, as
well as how best to stabilize the .300
BLK from the 5.5 inch barrel. Hence the
1:5 rifling twist.
The Canebrake features an adjustable gas regulator accessed through
the oversized SD handguard with
the first position for normal operation, while the second position is for
when using a sound suppressor with
supersonic rounds. Barrels for the SIG
MCX Canebrake are hammer forged
and receive a nitride treatment for
increased barrel life. The MCX utilizes a self regulating short-stroke
SADJ VOL. 13 NO. 2
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piston combined with fully locked
and closed rotating bolt system that
prevents any chance of “out of battery” failure/malfunction. The Canebrake’s folding brace is another feature that enhances its utility. Folding
the stock shrinks the MCX Rattler to
under 19 inches for overall length. This
is no gimmick, but a real advantage
in having rifle firepower in a package
smaller than most SMGs.
We love to label things in the gun
industry. The Canebrake resists easy
categorization. PDW (Personal Defense
Weapon) is what most readily comes to
mind, thanks to its compact size. One
must be careful here. PDW terminology arose from compact weapons centered on petite new cartridge designs
facilitating the penetration of body
armor out to a couple hundred yards.
The SIG SAUER MCX Rattler Canebrake
does away with the earlier PDW cali-

MCX bolt carrier group with recoil springs placed on top versus using buffer tube of a typical AR.
ber limitations. The Canebrake’s .300
BLK chambering allows for a multitude
of missions to be satisfied with the
ease of suppression, another trump
card. The .300 BLK instills more confidence than a 23gr .22 caliber or smaller
bullet typical of most PDWs when having to put down an opponent in close
quarters or at distance. The .300 BLK’s
raison d’être is as a CQB weapon typified by tight quarters and operational
use indoors where sound suppression is an important advantage. The
increase in terrorism, organized crime
and drug smuggling with the resultant militarization of law enforcement
teams to deal with these well-armed
opponents found a new home for the
compact .300 BLK rifle, typified by the
MCX Rattler Canebrake.
What distinguishes the .300 BLK is
ability to access standard supersonic
rounds for longer-range engagements
superior to 5.56mm while maintaining
the trump card of subsonic ammu-

nition for more discreet, specialized
work. Similar to the SIG MCX, the
.300 BLK was created in response to a
U.S. special operation military force’s
request. The goal with the .300 BLK is
the ability to launch .30 caliber projectiles from existing 5.56mm AR magazines without a reduction in magazine
capacity or reliable functioning. Anecdotal information compares standard
velocity .300 BLK 115-125 grain ammunition as matching the ballistics of the
7.62x39mm AK and eclipses 5.56mm
both in ballistics and terminal punch.
A SIG SAUER BRAVO3 battle sight
was mounted on the Canebrake’s
Picatinny rail. The BRAVO3 delivers an
industry-leading 42% wider field of
view than current battle sights. The
use of Low Dispersion (LD) glass and
aspherical lens design generates a flat,
distortion-free image with unprecedented edge-to-edge clarity. Adjustable intensity horseshoe dot reticle has
multiple hashes allowing for holdover
SADJ VOL. 13 NO. 2
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at distance as well. Importantly, the
reticle layout provides aiming points
for both subsonic and supersonic .300
BLK loads. The BRAVO3’s lightweight
yet stout magnesium housing is fogproof and IPX-8 waterproof rating
(13 feet). Multiple Picatinny rails for
additional accessories such as MRDs
and lasers are mounted. The eyepiece
is adjustable +/- 2 diopter correction.
Dependable IPX-8 waterproof (to 400
mbar or 13 ft) and fog-proof performance. The BRAVO3 was engineered
with the centerline of the optical axis
at 1.535 inches above the top of an
M1913 Picatinny rail interface for night
vision compatibility purposes.
Suppressor use has never been as
popular for military, law enforcement
and civilians. The benefits of suppressor use are hard to argue against. SIG
SAUER is a leader in suppressor manufacturing. Through a revolutionary baffle design and unique manufacturing
processes, SIG SAUER has eliminated

SIG SRD762 suppressor, top, shown next to inert training device that arrives with the Canebrake.
the outer tube shell found in other rifle
silencers. SIG SAUER utilizes 100 percent circumferential welds combined
with wire electronic discharge machining (EDM) the pathway of the projectile. In addition to reducing weight,
this tubeless design increases volume,
lowering pressure and temperature for
greater durability and increased signature reduction. Each of these benefits
set SIG SAUER suppressors apart.
SIG further pushed the envelope
using the best metals and coatings
(physical vapor deposition-PVD-finish) combined with a superior mounting methods either direct thread or
quick detach. PVD is more resistant to
heat, as well as scratch resistant. Inconel 718 (mixture of stainless steel and
nickel alloy) is used to withstand the
punishment of mounting suppressors
to short-barreled weapons with high
round counts, such as the Canebrake.
For SIG’s rifle suppressors, a TaperLok Fast-Attach System was created,
enabling quick and simple installation
of muzzle adapter device and eliminating the need for shims. The SIG SAUER
design optimizes alignment, improving
accuracy and greatly reducing pointof-impact (POI) shift, even after multiple install/removal cycles. The TaperLok system allows users to access a
variety of muzzle brakes and flash hiders, all the while enabling SIG rifle suppressors to attach when needed. The
Taper-Lok Fast-Attach System reduces
POI shift and increases repeatability

by centering the silencer during installation. SIG’s Taper-Lok design eliminates tolerance stacking, resulting in
some of the most secure, reliable and
accurate rifle mounts available.
The Canebrake was tested with the
following ammunition: SIG SAUER
Elite supersonic 125gr FMJ, subsonic
220gr OTM and 120gr HT supersonic.
The SIG SRD suppressor was mounted
throughout. What distinguishes the
.300 BLK is ability to use standard
supersonic rounds for typical tactical
or longer-range engagements while
maintaining the trump card of readily-available factory subsonic ammunition for maximum discreetness.
Drills quickly moved past “stand
and deliver” drills to more dynamic
drills involving movement, magazine
reloads and firing from behind cover.
It was decided to concentrate on using
the Canebrake in training scenarios
involving team tactics and patrolling
to contact through Echo Valley Training Center’s (EVTC) 360, MOUT Village
and “Jungle Walk” ranges. This allowed
the SIG Canebrake to shine in terms of
potent firepower and combat accuracy. Firing from unorthodox positions
while working around range vehicles
showed why the compact Canebrake
is such an effective combination with
the .300 BLK, a nice upgrade in firepower.
.300 BLK recoil impulse is similar to
a 5.56mm. The SIG SRD762 suppressor not only reduces muzzle blast/
SADJ VOL. 13 NO. 2
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signature, but also minimizes recoil
impulse. No loads, super or subsonic,
had issue cycling in the Canebrake
thanks to SIG’s adjustable gas piston. Supersonic loads predominated
evaluation with subsonic worked in.
It never fails to impress when subsonic rounds follow supersonic to get
the full measure of how quiet a suppressed platform can be.
SIG SAUER’s thought process with
the MCX Rattler Canebrake was to
create a compact, simple-to-operate
rifle that was eminently adaptable.
The Canebrake proves there is no
need to turn to exotic PDW calibers to
achieve compact firepower. Designed
for suppressor use, the Canebrake is
still feasible without one, thanks to
the inert training device. The .300
BLK chambering is a nod to realism
that 5.56mm is no longer the only viable assault rifle chambering. All MCX
Canebrake features are intended for
maximizing effectiveness during a
fight or realistic training on the range.
A return to rifle basics, such as lightweight, great handling with potent
firepower, is often the answer. SIG
SAUER offers such a platform with its
MCX Rattler Canebrake.

WEBSITE OF INTEREST
SIG SAUER
sigsauer.com
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Headspace Options
and Theory
By Sal Fanelli & Jeff Siewert

FIGURE 1
HEADSPACE CONTROL OPTIONS

H

eadspace is a general term that can be used for
both gun and associated ammunition when referring to the method used to control the initial
position of the cartridge case within the chamber of the
weapon for locked breech guns. There are five methods
by which designers can control the initial position of the
cartridge case within the chamber. These are:
•Shoulder: Where the distance from case base to a diameter datum on the shoulder is held to a precise dimension.
•Flange: Where the lip used to extract the case from the
chamber controls the seating depth of the cartridge in
the chamber.
•Belt: Where a large rim near the base of the case body
controls the seating depth of the case in the chamber.
•Case Mouth: Where the mouth of the cartridge case is
used as the forward stop when seating the case in the
chamber.
•Special Case: Use of a flanged case design in an automatic weapon requires the chamber to be designed to use
the base of the case neck as the controlling length datum.
The first four are the most common methods used.
Each of these options will be illustrated in more detail
and discussed briefly below.

Headspace

Shoulder
Headspace

Flange
Headspace

Belt
Headspace

Shoulder

Chambers using bottleneck cases and a rebated rim or
extractor lip the same diameter as the aft body of the
cartridge case control headspace by limiting the distance
from the bolt face to a specific diameter on the case/
chamber shoulder, as shown in Figure 2. Ammunition can
be made with length at the shoulder datum short compared to the cartridge length datum, or ammunition can
be made to be a minor interference fit. In this situation,
the gun must rely on a combination of the mechanical
advantage of the bolt lock mechanism or the bolt kinetic
energy and the mechanical compliance of the case shoulder to completely lock the bolt.
For some guns using this headspace approach (e.g. Remington Model 700), a spring-loaded plunger in the face of
the breech bolt pushes the case forward in the chamber
until the chamber shoulder stops it, leaving a gap between
the base of the cartridge case and the breech face. The
.308 Winchester and the .30-06 are examples of cartridges
that use this sort of headspace control.
Other guns that use shoulder headspace control, like
Mauser-style actions, lack an ejection plunger, so the
length tolerances of the case extractor groove and the
dimensions of the extractor claw may play a role in conSADJ VOL. 13 NO. 2
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Case Mouth
Headspace
(automatic weapons)

EXCEPTION
Special Case

trolling the initial position of the case in the chamber.
Interestingly, if the SAAMI interface drawings are consulted on cartridges using shoulder headspace control, it can
be seen the shoulder length dimension of the cartridge typically goes from clearance to interference with the associated
chamber. An interference fit is acceptable for bolt action
rifles and other gun designs with strong camming action to
compress the case shoulder, but is less than desirable for use
in self-powered automatic weapons. Externally powered
guns can “get away with” using ammunition made with an
interference fit if large mechanical advantage is built into
20
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FIGURE 2
SHOULDER DATUM CONTROLLED HEAD SPACE
Shoulder Datum Line

Headspace
the flange on the case. Examples of metallic cartridges
that use this sort of headspace control include .357 Magnum and .30-30 Winchester. Shotguns also use the flange
headspace control approach.

the design to chamber the round or, in the case of Gatling
guns, there is a combination of mechanical advantage and
a large amount of inertia associated with the rotation of
the barrel cluster that helps chamber the cartridge.

Flange

Belt

Chambers using a flanged case control headspace by
the location of the front of the flange as shown in Figure
3. The position of the case mouth can vary according to
the case tolerances. This approach is typically used with
straight walled cases or cases with very shallow body
taper, as case/chamber geometry offers no fixed location
against which the case can be restrained in response to
the primer strike. It is also used on some rifle cartridge
when this headspace control scheme is advantageous to
use due to the rifle mechanism (e.g. lever actions). Revolvers typically use an aft flange to control head space, and
since there are no springs pushing on the aft face of the
cartridge, the case position is controlled by the clearances
between the headspace dimension and the thickness of

Some cartridges use a belt on the exterior of the case
to control headspace as shown in Figure 4. Some think
the aft belt makes the case “stronger,” but it’s stronger
because of the belt only in the way a belt and suspenders
is stronger than just a belt. If the case is properly designed
to function without, the belt is absolutely not needed to
help the case survive. The advantage of this headspace
control approach is that the distance from the datum on
the belt and the base of the case/bolt face is typically
quite short, making headspace control relatively easy
from a machining and tool wear perspective. The disadvantage of this approach is that the distance to any shoulder forward of the datum on the belt may be uncontrolled
or less tightly controlled, resulting in larger than normal

FIGURE 3
FLANGE CONTROLLED HEAD SPACE

FIGURE 4
BELT CONTROLLED HEAD SPACE

Headspace

Headspace
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FIGURE 5
CASE MOUTH CONTROLLED HEAD SPACE
Headspace

strains at the forward end of the case. Cartridge case
neck splits may result. The .300 Winchester Magnum and
the 7mm Remington Magnum are examples of cartridges
that use this sort of headspace control.

FIGURE 6
HEADSPACE GAUGES

Case Mouth

Case mouth control of headspace is typically found on
handgun cartridges. Here, due to the large axial stiffness of the cylindrical portion of the cartridge case, the
chamber dimension must be line fit or longer than the
length of the cartridge case. Figure 5 shows a pistol cartridge headspaced on the case mouth.
It should be noted that not all pistol cartridges use the
case mouth headspace approach. The .357 SIG and the
.356 TSW are notable exceptions. Both of these cases
employ a shoulder and headspace on that feature and
the chamber headspace dimension is line to clearance fit.

Special Case

Use of the “special case” headspace approach is limited
to “Eastern Bloc” automatic weapons using a rear stripping link. These guns use linked, flanged cartridges that
were originally designed to be used in bolt action rifles.
Headspace dimensions are usually checked at the
factory or by an armorer by using gauges specifically
manufactured for the weapon of interest. The “GO”
gauge shown in Figure 6 is manufactured to the minimum dimension of the cartridge intended for use in the
weapon; the action of the weapon must close on this
gauge. The “NO GO” gauge is used by an armorer and
represents the dimensions of a cartridge just larger than
maximum dimension of the cartridge. If the gun mechanism closes on that gauge, it should be withdrawn from
service. The “FIELD” gauge is somewhat larger in dimensions used by troops in the field, and if the mechanism
closes on that gauge, a replacement weapon should be
issued.
For precision weapons, it is usually desired to cut the
headspace to the minimum allowed by interface documents to help more tightly control the initial position
of the bullet in the cartridge case relative to the bore
centerline. In this regard, cartridge cases using the shoulder headspace approach are likely to result in smaller
group sizes at short range because of the larger distance
between the controlling diameter datum centering the
cartridge and the base of the cartridge case.
During firing, rifle cartridge cases are typically subSADJ VOL. 13 NO. 2
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jected to stresses above their material yield point, so
peak stress in the case and “factor of safety” are typically less-than-useful criteria for measuring case structural performance. For most high-performance cartridge
cases, the metric “percent of ultimate strain” is a better
criterion for case survival. Most cartridge cases fabricated from a single material operate well under 50% of
ultimate strain in typical conditions. Environmental factors that increase the friction between the case and the
chamber will lead to an increase in strain in the case.
Under normal combinations of design and manufacture tolerances, the clearances between the case and
the chamber have only a very minor effect on the percent of ultimate strain the case will exhibit during the
firing event. A (typically uncontrolled) weapon interface
parameter known as “lock stiffness” (the load/deflection
ratio determined by the distance the barrel face moves
relative to the bolt face when a known load is applied
to the bolt) plays a large role in determining the percent
ultimate strain exhibited by the cartridge case. “Function
and casualty” tests are conducted in weapons of various
designs to check for case rupture, to address the uncontrolled lock stiffness interface concerns.
22
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Marine Corps League

COME SEE THE FUTURE!

300+ companies, product demonstrations and industry brieﬁngs covering the latest
in emerging military equipment, vehicles, technology and training systems.
To showcase your products and services, please contact:
Jaymie Nielsen at 980.328.8801 or jaymie.nielsen@emeraldx.com

For more information, please visit moderndaymarine.com

FOLLOW US:

moderndaymarine

@moderndaymarine

modern_day_marine

Show is not open to the general public. Appropriate attendees include U.S. military, law enforcement, industry and consultant representatives.
Foreign military and student organizations are also welcome with prior registration.
Event is not open to the general public. Appropriate attendees include U.S. military, law enforcement, industry and consultant representatives.
The Department of Defense, the Department of the Navy, or U.S. Marine Corps does not endorse any company, sponsor or their products or services.

Australia is Open for Business
The LAND FORCES International Land Defence Exposition will go ahead as planned on 1-3 June 2021 at the Brisbane Convention and Exhibition Centre, after organiser
AMDA Foundation concluded a scheduled review in consultation with principal stakeholder, the Australian Army.
With almost all exhibition space booked and an accompanying program of highly topical defence, industry and
technology conferences, LAND FORCES in 2021 is on track
to set new records, signalling the restoration of confidence
and the recovery of industry, in the wake of the COVID-19
pandemic.
The event will also serve as the first major event enabling
Defence, industry and
Army to engage face-toLAND FORCES
face on a planned A$55
billion investment in the
2022 EXPO & FORUM
nation’s land defence
JUNE 1-3, 2021
capability over the next
decade.
The Australian Government’s 2020 Force Structure Plan detailed investments
in new strike weapons, helicopters, watercraft, logistics
resilience and emerging robotics and autonomous systems.
This is alongside the major platform and weapon systems
acquisitions already underway, such as the Boxer combat
reconnaissance vehicle (A$5bn), Hawkei protected mobility
vehicle (A$900m - A$1.4bn) and self-propelled howitzers
(A$2.4 billion - $3.6 billion).
The LAND FORCES International Land Defence Exposition
will provide an engagement platform to assist these programs,
combining civil and military conferences, an international
industry exhibition and formal networking systems and events,
to connect key players in government, defence and industry.

SADJ VOL. 13 NO. 2
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Although COVID related overseas travel constraints will
preclude Army from staging its planned Chief of Army Symposium for overseas counterparts, Army remains committed
to LAND FORCES as an opportunity to engage with industry.
With a number of major acquisition programs underway,
Army personnel will attend LAND FORCES in force as a means
of engaging with industry on the technologies and systems
that may sustain and develop Army’s capability for the future.
Ian Honnery, CEO of LAND FORCES organiser AMDA
Foundation Limited, believes the event will provide a
timely engagement platform between Army and industry,
and between all levels of industry from prime contractor to
micro-SME.
“In the midst of one of the greatest acquisition programs
in Army’s history, Australian and international industry is
expressing a desire to return to face-to-face engagement
at the earliest opportunity, encouraged by an Australian
Government that is prioritising the defence industry as a
national focus,” he said.
The 2018 edition of LAND FORCES attracted 624 participating exhibitor companies and 74 defence, trade and
industry delegations.

2021 SHOW INFORMATION
Host: AMDA Foundation Limited
Venue: Brisbane Convention & Exhibition Centre
Website: landforces.com.au

CONTACT
Telephone: +61 (0) 3 52820500
Email: expo@amda.com.au
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Network and connect with key military, industry
and government decision makers at the premier
land forces exposition for Australia and the
Indo-Asia-Pacific region.
LAND FORCES will highlight defence capability
and showcase platforms, equipment, support
and technologies.
l Military, government and industry conferences
and briefings
l International defence, government, industry
and academic delegations
l Comprehensive industry exhibition
Don’t miss this opportunity to network and connect
with key thought leaders through this established,
world-class exposition.
Proudly supported by the Queensland Government.

Platforms - Equipment - Support - Technologies
www.landforces.com.au
BRISBANE CONVENTION & EXHIBITION CENTRE, AUSTRALIA
For further information contact the LAND FORCES Sales Team:
PO Box 4095 Geelong, Victoria 3220 Australia T: + 61 (0) 3 5282 0500 E: expo@amda.com.au
Official Logistics Provider

Is there someone in the house?

Train for a Reflex Response
By Seth R. Nadel

T

here is a vast gulf between an instinct and a reflex:
Instinct—something you do without conscious
thought. Reflex—an inborn reaction to a given outside stimulus.
Clearly, shooting a handgun is not an instinct, otherwise all of
us firearms instructors would be out of business. Now there are
folks who have a hand–eye coordination that makes you think
they are instinctive shooters, but these same folks usually do
very well in other sports, like baseball or tennis. There are also
instructors who claim to be teaching instinctive shooting, but
they are not. They are teaching a conditioned reflex—hear the
buzz/bell/command, draw and fire at close range.
This came to mind after a former student said, “I don’t
remember drawing my gun, but there it was, and it saved
my life.” He is not the first to say that, and the author had
a similar personal experience. A wanted felony suspect
came out the door of a house, and I drove to the front of
the house and jumped out of my car. He ran back into the
house, and as I reached the door, I realized I was reaching with my left hand, as I already had my gun in my right
hand. The suspect got away to get arrested another day,
SADJ VOL. 13 NO. 2
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but I realized that I had reflexively drawn my handgun in
response to the situation, not after a deliberate thought.
This was absolute proof to me that all those thousands of
draws, both in dry fire and live fire, were worth it. All that
practice and the box of holsters I had bought and discarded as
“not quite perfect” for my Law Enforcement job were indeed
worth it. I had interviewed other officers who also said,
“When I needed, really needed, my gun, it was in my hand!”

Equipment Choice Matters

So how do you get to that state? First, select your preferred gun and holster (and belt) combination. Go to the
range and ensure that the “feel” of the gun is such that you
are comfortable with it. Feel is an individual thing—no one
can tell you with certainty which gun will be “just right” in
your hand. When you bring the gun to eye level, the sights
should be pretty much aligned on the target. My students
are advised to choose a caliber first—9mm, .38 SPL or larger.
I am not comfortable trusting my life, or my family’s lives,
to a smaller caliber, regardless of the advances in bullet and
ammo design. At 6 feet and 180 pounds I am not likely to
26
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Training the mind and muscles.
be physically attacked by folks at the smaller end of the
size scale. No, I always think of the biggest biker I have ever
seen—and his two buddies. If they attack me, I need to
stop them NOW, so no “mouse guns” in my holster!
My students are instructed to find a shop with a large
selection of guns in their chosen caliber and have the salesman take them all out. As they pick up each gun, they get
segregated into “no way” and “possible contender” groups.
In most cases, they pick up one gun and say, “This is it!” In
an ideal world, they would get to test fire their chosen gun
before making the purchase, but handling them, looking for
that “right feel” has worked well. The process has gotten a
bit more complicated as some pistols come with a selection
of grip panels and back straps, but the time is worth it.
After choosing the gun, students try holsters until they get
one that feels good when on a suitable belt.

last target looks like they used a shotgun. The ladies usually
avoid this, being content to shoot less in each session, but
trying to get more sessions. Think how great a shot you
could be if you could fire 10 shots every day! That would be
3,650 shots a year, each fired with maximum concentration!
After some live fire, remember what those perfect shots
felt like and try to replicate them in your next dry-fire session. This is when most folks start to consider a different
holster, one that matches their stance, style of shooting
and style of dress just a bit better. Finding the “perfect”
holster is an evolutionary process, which is why many of us
have a holster box filled with quality holsters that just were
not ideal. Also, our bodies change over time—the author
certainly has more “relaxed muscle” behind his belt than in
years gone by. That adds more holsters to “the box.”

Training Is Critical

There are some non-firing tactics that will make you a
better shot. I believe that we train with the sights to build
muscle memory. Sounds strange, but it is an easy way to
say we are building reflexive actions. This is why dry fire—
practice drawing and aiming without ammunition—is so
useful. Check your gun multiple times, really looking to
ensure there is no ammo in it or even in the area. Failure to
do this has resulted in tragedies, so check that gun again!
Then pick a spot on the wall and practice from the draw to
the hammer fall. When you are done, take the gun off and
put it away. DO NOT try “one more draw!”
I have the honor to know National and World Champions

Training Tactics

The next step is dry fire—the absolutely least expensive
kind of practice. It gets students to integrate the holster,
stance, grip, aim, trigger pull and follow-through into a whole,
saving both time and money (ammo) on the range. First they
go very slow, making sure each element is perfect—slow
becomes fast with repetition. Then it’s off to the range.
For most folks, range time is rare, so they tend to make a
mistake at this point—they bring all the ammo they have!
It’s not unusual to see men with 250 or more rounds stacked
on the shooting bench, and they stay till they have shot it
all! The result is a big pile of brass, a tired shooter, and that
SADJ VOL. 13 NO. 2
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A shot to the right.
in a wide variety of shooting sports. Each and every one
of them, from the Olympian to the IPSC and USPSA speed
shooting champs, practices dry fire. THAT constitutes a hint
that you should follow. The difference between my “wobble area” (now called “arc of movement”) and that of my
Olympic friend is hers’ is barely discernable, while mine is
about the size of Kansas.
This next one comes from a former member of the U.S.
Marine Corps Pistol Team and is great for new shooters.
Again with an unloaded gun, sit down at a table with no
distractions. Turn the TV off, send the kids out of the room
and ask (yes, ask) your significant other for a few minutes
alone. Place a blank piece of paper on the table, and rest
your arm and the gun on the table. Move around until you
have perfect sight alignment and slowly press the trigger
until the hammer/striker falls. Reset the pistol and continue
for not more than 3 minutes. You are teaching your brain
and your hand what perfect sight alignment and a perfect
trigger press feels like. The more deeply this is ingrained,
the better shot you will be.

Pick Your Targets

I also believe you need to shoot at targets that, well,
look like people. While the vital zone of a human is approximately 8.5x11 inches, and a sheet of paper does well for
some practice, you should shoot at a target with eyes on it.
Many agencies have gone to “blob” targets, which sort of
look like the outline of a person, but nothing works as well
as a “threat” that looks like a person. Some folks get this
far and realize that they could not shoot a person. Better
to learn that on the range than the street. They should seek
out some other means of self-defense.

Avoid the Training Mistake

One thing to avoid is the “I drew my gun, so I MUST fire”
response. In many cases, just drawing your pistol can “solve
SADJ VOL. 13 NO. 2
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The author strengthening his arm and catching up on his reading.
the problem,” as the outlaw realizes he failed “Victim Selection 101” and remembers an urgent appointment any place
but near you! As he runs away, I suggest you call 9-1-1. He
may be calling, claiming you drew down on him “for no reason,” and you may be saving someone else from harm.
It is best if you can train with a visual or audible “surrender”—a turning target with a “shoot” target on one
side and a similar “no shoot” on the reverse. At the least,
have a shooting partner who will verbalize, “I give up,” or
“Up yours” as you draw. The ideal is to shoot on a decision-maker projector, but these are expensive and thus
usually only owned by police agencies. Nonetheless, trust
what you see, not what they say. Outlaws practice yelling,
“I’m not resisting!” while fighting the police with all of their
strength.
In managing an interpersonal confrontation, the less you
have to think about, the faster you can respond to the sit28
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Do you see his gun?

Here is an easy choice!

Sounds matter—a good dog or an attack?

Friend or foe?

uation. You MUST focus on the situation developing before
your eyes, not the mechanics of the draw and presentation.
The faster your response, the safer you will be, and you
may even avoid the need to shoot. When the outlaw sees
that you are alert, armed and ready to respond with deadly

force, he may leave the area at “Warp 10!”
Select your equipment with care, unload that gun, focus
on the issues of grip, draw, sight alignment and sight picture, trigger press and follow-through, and build up that
reflex to the stimulus of a threat to your life!

SADJ VOL. 13 NO. 2
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Figure 1. Top 30x113, Middle 30x173 and Bottom 50x228. From 2019 AUSA, Weapon/Ammo.

Advanced 50mm Cannon
Caliber Weapons and
Ammunition
By Jay Bell

T

hese are amazing times in
the Ammunition and Weapon
worlds. Technology is advancing faster than we can fully utilize it
and incorporate it into a product in

the field. In recent months I have written articles on some of the advancements in cutting-edge technologies in
lightweight small-caliber ammunition
and improved 40mm grenade training
SADJ VOL. 13 NO. 2
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ammunition. These two areas had two
key objectives: lighter weight ammunition and improved night training,
respectively. There are dozens of other
sub-objectives which are ideally suited

20mm

25mm

MK244 M940 PGU27 PGU28 PGU30

30x113mm
MK788

M971

M972

M78

MP918E1

M910 PGU23 PGU25 M919

30x173mm

50x228mm

MK238 MK239 M258 MK266 MK310 MK317 PGU14

PGU13 PGU15

40mm
High Velocity
XM1176

M973

M430A1

M918

XM1202

XM1203

XM1204

40mm
Low Velocity
M385A1

XM1166

M781E1

M433

M781

M992

M662

M661

M585

M583A1
U.S. ARMY

Figure 2: Medium Caliber Ammunition Family.
for another entire article or two. These
two program areas are not the only
areas of significant development.
Medium Cannon calibers have also
seen some activity.
Medium cannon calibers have not
seen significant development in the
last 30 or 40 years. The new 50mm
cannon caliber ammunition and weapons are going to change the stagnation
and usher in a new era of highly specialized weapon platforms. See Figure 1
for a photo of the ammunition and the
weapon as compared to 30x173mm
in the middle row and 30x113mm top
row. The key objective or benefits are
difficult to pinpoint. There are really
several key objectives. I have examined dozens of sources on this topic
and all have a slightly different twist
in key objectives. Overmatch, that is
increased engagement distance and

lethality over the enemy, appears to
be a key objective. Engagement distance is self-explanatory. The winning weapon platform is the one that
can engage the enemy, while safely
out of range of the other or at least
out of range for reasonable accuracy.
Increased lethality is a combination
of accuracy, payload amount/quantity, and performance/effects on the
target. Additional objectives include
increased accuracy via advanced fire
control system (i.e. computer with
numerous inputs) and increased performance in the ammunition via air
bursting technology. Additional benefits of increased accuracy results in
less ammo fired and less collateral
damage. The Air Bursting capability
seems to be the Key capability these
rounds will bring to the party. However, airburst has been a challenge in
SADJ VOL. 13 NO. 2
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the past on other programs (more on
that later).

The Current Gang of Medium
Caliber

The historical family of cannon calibers for the U.S. Government inventory
includes the 20x102mm, 25x137mm,
30x113mm, and 30x173mm. This lineup
has been serving the military together
for decades and, in some cases, over
a century. They have served well and
with great distinction while seeing
incremental improvement over the
years. They have provided land, air and
sea combat superiority for the U.S. and
its allies. Some of these old boys have
been in service in one form going back
over 100 years, very similar to some
small-caliber rounds. See Figure 2 for
the Medium Caliber families of rounds.
The workhorse 20mm dates back
to World War I, with heavy use in the

EAPS Concept

50mm EAPS Cannon
RF Data Link

Forward Fragmentation
Warhead Detonation
Mid-Flight
Course Correction

Radar Track

10 Round
Burst

50mm Course Corrected Projectile

AEBERLI PRESENTATION (RDECOM EAPS SLIDE)

Figure 3. 50mm Concept from the 2010 Timeframe.
Second Great War. The most modern
versions of 20mm, Projectile Gun Unit
(PGU), date back to development in
the 1980s and fielding in the 1990s. It
is typically fired from the M61 Vulcan,
typically seen on the F-22, F-14, and
F/A-18 aircraft. A five-round group is
shown in Figure 1. Due to its time in
service, there are easily another 25 or
more rounds that are no longer manufactured by the U.S. Government or
other international players.
The 25mm was developed by Oerlikon in the 1960s. It was fielded
around 1981 and has undergone some
improvements and U.S. Government
modifications since its introduction. It
is fired from the M242 Bushmaster on
the Bradley fighting Vehicle. The family of rounds shown in Figure 1 includes
seven rounds, which covers the basics
of the group. Rough estimates of maximum effective distance is 3000 meters
and maximum distance 6500 meters.
The 30x113 has a few different variants for the older revolver cannon
and the more modern chain guns. It

is German WWII vintage and was the
first cannon caliber to undergo NATO
standardization. The Direction des
Études et Fabrications d’Armement
(DEFA) cannon was introduced in
the late 1940s. The ADEN (Armament
Development Enfield) cannon was
designed in 1946. This caliber is a confusing mix of minor differences. The
modern 30x113mm ammunition is fired
in the M230 chain gun that was originally in service around 1983 and the
GIAT 30mm Model 781 was around the
same time. This is the main gun on the
Apache Helicopter and the MRAP. Figure 2 shows two rounds. However, due
to all of the different variants, there
are many more versions of this round
made in the U.S.A. and abroad. Rough
estimates of maximum effective distance are 1500 meters and a maximum
distance of 4000 meters.
Lastly, the 30x173mm rounds or
Gatling Autocannon (GAU-8) family
of rounds began with the Air Force in
1966. They were first in service around
1976. The weapon is either the GAU-8

Avenger or the Mk244 Bushmaster II.
They are currently used on the A-10 and
Goalkeeper. The nine versions shown
in Figure 1 are a good representation of
the U.S. inventory. Rough estimates of
maximum effective distance are 1200
meters with a maximum distance of
3600 meters.
All these old-timers have been virtually untouched for 30 years or more.
It’s quite surprising that almost nothing new has been added to the mix,
until now. The U.S. Army has been
developing the 50x228mm for the
Next Generation of Combat Vehicles (NGCV). Looking like a sized-up
30x113mm, the design makes sense for
the never-ending struggle for more
payload in the projectile to deliver
more downrange effect. The projectile diameter increase from 30mm to
50mm results in an increased projectile
weight of over 4x. The 50mm projectile weight will be 1540 grams, as compared to 360 grams for the 30x173mm.
The term “overmatch” has been used
frequently in the last decade. It comes

50mm Course Corrected Proj
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HART PRESENTATION

Figure 4. 2012 Version of the 50mm PABM, top, and AP ammunition.
from recent conflicts where our troops
were outgunned using 5.56 NATO versus 7.62x54R (Eastern Bloc/Non-NATO/
Non Standard Ammunition). Opinions
vary greatly on exact distances, however, the consensus seems to state that
the M249 is effective to 800 meters
and the SVDS or PKP are effective to
1000 meters. The same situation can
exist in larger platforms like medium
cannon caliber ammunition. The 50mm
will obtain overmatch in projectile/
payload weight and engagement distance, at a minimum.

The New Guard

A 2010 Army Research & Development Command (RDECOM) presentation is the first record I can find of the
development of the 50mm. Therefore,
at this point, all ideas are very conceptual. The ammunition will be fired
from the 50mm XM193 Bushmaster III
Autocannon. This is a sized-up 30mm
Bushmaster XM813. This weapon
weighs +/- 460 lbs. and is 135 inches
long. The up-scaled cannon weighs
around 660 lbs and is 158 inches
long. The initial ammunition planned
included the following:
1. Programmable Airburst Munition
(PABM). The airburst fuse is programmed to function at a distance
set by the fire control system,
typically prior to firing. A laser
rangefinder would “lase” the target and program the fuze to detonate at 1126m, for an 1125m wall.
It is therefore capable of going off
behind/over the top of a wall. This
is ideally used against personnel.
See Figure 3.
2. Armor Piercing Fin Stabilized Discarding Sabot (APFSDS). A tung-

sten carbide penetrator would
punch a hole in multiple inches of
armor plate.
The ammunition will be fired from
an XM193 50mm Bushmaster cannon.
These cannons are capable of firing
nearly 7000 meters, however, it is not
clear if this is effective or maximum
distance. Either way, this is farther
distance with much greater payload
than the rest of the Medium Caliber
family. The slide from this 2010 presentation shows a massive length cartridge, identified as the “course-corrected projectile.” However, the May
2012 Hart presentation shows the initial downsizing of the ammunition to
a more conventional design. See Figure
4. This presentation has most tasks
to still be “designed and developed”
to include the gun, munitions and fire
control system.
The next major leap was the 2018
PM-MAS Industry Day presentation,
which updated the information to
identify that various cannon caliber
rounds will have “Multimode programmable fuzing/guidance/pre & postlaunch data-link, advanced warhead
enabled munitions that increase range,
target effects, stowed kills.” The concept images of the “ground combat
ammo” rounds are also provided, as
seen below.
The 2019 PM-MAS Industry Day
included the Optionally Manned Fighting Vehicle (OMFV) as an additional
platform, along with the NGCV. The
scope changed to include a “family of
ammunition” and provides nomenclature to the rounds as seen in Figure 5.
There was a live-fire demonstration of
the weapon and the basic ammo, which
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can be found online. The weapon was
never a huge challenge and the basic
ammo is not extremely difficult either.
The progression of the ammunition
here is significant. The rounds are
given experimental X and M number
designations to signify that there are
at least preliminary designs. The new
XM1202 Target Practice Tracer (TPT) is a lower-cost training round. The
XM1203 APFSDS-Tracer is the modification of the prior concepts APFSDSD/
AP to provide anti-armor/material
solutions. The XM1024 High Explosive
Air Bursting Tracer (HEAB-T) replaces
the previously identified/named PABM
to address the anti-personnel requirements.
This presentation reiterates the
objective of overmatch and increased
lethality. The program planned to
award 60,000 TP-T by the second
quarter of fiscal year 18. Fiscal Year
20 HEAB Prototype Phase 1, and first
quarter of fiscal year ‘21 and TPDS-T
DET. These dates are typically a little
aggressive and COVID-19 has slowed
much of this type of work down to
a crawl. The HEAB-T will have multiple modes of function: airburst, point
detonate, point detonate delay and
self-destruct (SD) capabilities. SD is
uncommon in the U.S. arsenals, however, it is almost mandatory for many
other governments around the world.

Airburst Challenges

The biggest challenge the 50mm
ammunition and the whole program
faces is the Air Bursting capability.
This technology is surely the future of
medium caliber and larger munitions.
The question remains - Is it ready for
prime time? There have been numerous

XM1202/TP-T

XM1203/APFSDS-T

XM1204/HEAB-T

US ARMY

Figure 5: 2019 named rounds.
efforts and not any fielded ammunition. This could be like the Micro Electro Mechanical Systems (MEMS) fuzing
saga. This technology is supposed to
take a mechanical clock like fuze the
diameter of a silver dollar down to that
of a dime. This allows more room for
payload as a primary benefit. This technology is so old that patents are expiring. Numerous players have committed
significant dollars to trying to mature
the technology. The concept has not
been fielded to the best of my knowledge.
The airburst ammunition has been
“the objective” for some time. The
bursting feature allows the round to
detonate in mid-air without having
to impact the target as in most traditional fuzes. The fire control system
uses a laser to determine the distance
to the target. The gunner can select

where the round should detonate.
The round can go off 1 meter before,
1 meter above or 1 meter behind. The
distance is also adjustable, i.e. 1, 2, 3,
etc. meters after the barricade is all
programmable.
The now infamous XM29 Objective
Individual Combat Weapon (OICW)
started in the 1990s and was finally
canceled in 2004/5. It was to fire the
20x28mm air bursting grenade style
round. There were videos available of
the 20x28mm round showing it supposedly bursting mid-air and spreading
shrapnel over a large area and breaking dozens of balloons. It is not known
by this author, with 100% certainty, if
this was accomplished as designed or
just a timed fuze going off at a pre-set
distance. This could have been accomplished with a traditional timed pyrotechnic delay train that would detonate
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X seconds after an energetic delay column was ignited upon setback or firing.
Assuming it did work in a test setting is
acceptable as long as we acknowledge
that test setting to fielded ammunition
is a quantum leap.
Despite multiple programs and
numerous companies claiming to
have successfully developed air bursting ammunition, the field appears to
be quite limited. An internet search
page for Airburst ammunition contains around 22 entries. Most of these
entries are XM application or copy
of an XM platform by international
companies. Of the 22 entries, the only
information and quantifiable evidence
I can find is Nammo’s video from Jan
2020. This video demonstrates the
NM264 HEDP-RF for radio frequency.
Rheinmetall may have some capability
in this area. However, it was not easily verified. The U.S.A. manufacturers
continue to be well behind the Europeans in terms of advanced technology
in this field.
The Nammo video shows the airburst capability of the ammo to burst
in front of, over the top of, and behind
a barricade. This makes it truly able
to “shoot around corners,” when the
round bursts just after a building or
structure. This capability will change
the battlefield and warfare as we
know it, once it is successfully fielded.
Your guess is as good as mine for how
long this will actually take.
In conclusion, we should all be
truly excited by all of the technology,
advancements and potential advancements described in this article. The battlefield of the future will have far less
hiding places for our enemies. A majority of our enemies will take decades
to catch up and the complexity of the
platforms will limit who can successfully operate the systems. However, I
feel like a broken record (modern correction: a repeatedly crashing phone
app). There seems to be a lot of effort
and large leaps in technology. Maybe
I am too skeptical for my own good,
but it seems that we could be quite
a ways away from having fielded Air
Bursting 50mm Ammunition. The other
two variants of the 50mm ammunition
and weapon should not be an insurmountable challenge and will provide
the overmatch that is desired. I wonder what the odds are on the 50mm
platform moving forward without the
Air Bursting Fuze and laying up with a
more traditional fuze?

Both pointers and illuminator clear AR-15 front sight tower.
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ZenitCo
Perst-3 Green+
Russian PEQ Alternative
Story & Photography by Alton P. Chiu

W

ith a 500mW IR illuminator, 20mW
IR pointer, 18mW visible pointer
and a retail price of $1,400 USD at
time of writing, the Russian-made ZenitCo
Perst-3 Green+ is a powerful illuminator and
pointer at an affordable price. For comparison, an ATPIAL-C has a 3mW, PEQ-15 a 30mW
and LA-5 a 200mW IR illuminator. This article
explores the user interfaces and beam quality
under Gen3 unfilmed white phosphor night
vision googles. All measurements are manufacturer claims, unless specifically stated.

ties outweigh any mechanical shift.
The CR123A battery compartment is sealed
by a cover that only attaches in one direction,
has battery polarity marked and is secured
by two knurled slot head screws. Note their
1.1cm diameter is bigger than any bit in the
Brownells Magna-Tip Super Set, and author
had to improvise with a metal ruler. The
cover has a layer of rubber inside that seals
it against the elements. Door and screws are
neither captive nor retained by dummy cords.

Mechanical / Electrical Description

Mode switch is located at the top but not
recessed like a PEQ-15. However, it takes some
effort to move and it snaps into position
unequivocally; author did not experience any
accidental mode switching. The five modes
moving clockwise from knob parallel-to-bore
to perpendicular-to-bore: Visible Pointer (З),
Off (ВЬІКЛ), IR Pointer (ИК), IR Illuminator (О),
IR Pointer+Illuminator (ИК+О).
There are two fire buttons: one on top like
a PEQ, and one at the rear. Pressing with pad
of thumb reliably activates the top button,
while stabbing the rear button with a fingernail proved fickle. Tapping the button activates constant-on mode; tapping again turns
it off. Pressing and holding for more than 1
second activates momentary mode that
switches off with released. Double-tapping

The unit measures 115x77x34mm and is
approximately the size of a PEQ-15. It attaches
to 1913 rail via a single lug. The clamping slotdrive bolt (M4x50) had too shallow a slot that
easily slipped; author replaced it with an Allen
head bolt (M4x55). To test return-to-zero,
author clamped a rifle to a vice with boresighter providing visual confirmation that it
did not move, Perst visible laser was turned
on and its deviation observed, as author
dismounted and remounted the unit by
hand-tightening the bolt. Despite physically
perturbing the unit before tightening, change
in zero was not discernible against a wall 3m
away. It was also not discernible when author
live-fired “up drills” under goggles at 25m,
with author surmising that human instabili-

User Interface

1. Battery cover screws.
2. Capped pointer adjustments.
3. Mode switch.

4.
5.
6.
7.

Emission indicator.
Tape switch connector.
Fire buttons.
Brightness adjustment.

8. Pressure pad.
9. Lockout switch.
10. Brightness knob.
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the button activates a strobe mode:
2Hz for IR and visible pointers, and 4Hz
for IR illuminator that has a dazzling
effect; this mode is not available for IR
Pointer+Illuminator.
A small emission indicator is positioned at the rear, above the tape
switch connector, as a visible reminder
when emitting in IR spectrum. It lights
up a dim blue and has a restricted view
angle to maintain discretion. It is not
active when emitting in the visible
spectrum, and flashes at same rate as
pointer or illuminator when emitting in
strobe mode.
Small recessed +/- buttons on the
side adjust brightness. They are too
small to actuate with pad of the finger, and are easier to stab with fingernail. With bare hands, there is little
tactile feedback when pressed. With
thin gloves, like FirstSpear® Multi
Climate Glove, there was marginal
feedback. Slightly thicker gloves, like
Mechanix Wear Original®, removed all
tactile feel.
Brightness adjustments can only be
made when emitting in constant-on
mode. Holding the buttons does not
change more than one level of brightness, and there is no indication when
maximum or minimum has been
reached. In IR Pointer+Illuminator
mode, pointer and illuminator brightness are shared with their stand-alone
modes; brightness buttons only adjust
illuminator. For example: IR pointer is
set to low in its own mode (ИК), while
illuminator is set to high in its own
mode (О). When pointer+illuminator
mode (ИК+О) is activated, pointer is
low and illuminator is high. Lowering
brightness in ИК+О lowers illuminator
to low. Switching back to illuminator
only mode (О), brightness is low. Note
there is no “blue screw” to restrict
emissions to training levels.
Tape switch featuring a 20cm-long
tail is included in the price of purchase.
Connector is not the Crane type used
on Western lasers such as DBAL and
MAWL, so users cannot substitute
aftermarket switches that combine
both laser and white light (e.g., Unity
Tactical TAPS™, SureFire SR07-D-IT).
Connector has three pins, with a notch
to ensure proper pin indexing. A ball
detent (similar to air fittings) secures
the connection. The tape switch
mounts to a 1913 rail via two lugs.
Pressure pad, measuring a 4cm x
1.5cm rectangle by the author, reliably
activates even when pressed at the
periphery. It is made of a non-tacky
soft rubber and features a “crossbar

Perst-3 mounted alongside SureFire
Scout Light Pro on Knight’s Armament
M4 RAS forend.

safety” lockout switch prevents inadvertent emissions. To identify whether
the lockout is engaged in the dark
without any emissions (IR or otherwise), the “On” (ВКЛ) position leaves
a nub protruding while “Off” (ВЬІКЛ)
seats flush against the body. Lastly, the
brightness adjustment knob rotates
with weak clicks and lacks feedback
upon reaching maximum or minimum
brightness. Author found the knob
much easier to user than the buttons
on the side, especially when adjusting
“on the fly” when moving between
different lighting conditions.

Tape switch
connection.
Bottom to
switch, top on
unit. Note the
painted red
dot and pin
on switch end
and corresponding
cutout on unit.

Pointer

Perst-3 offers visible and IR pointers
that are parallel to each other, with
azimuth and elevation adjustments
slaved together like modern Western units, such as PEQ-15 and MAWL.
Zeroing the visible pointer also zeros
the IR pointer, obviating the need for
darkness, night vision devices and
IR glint tape. Author failed to find
a Perst-specific parallel-zero target
(analogous to the ones in FM3-22.9
Appendix G) but the zeroing process
still proved a breeze.
The reviewed “Green+” model indicates green visible laser (520nm) with
extra power (18mW), “Green” model at
12mW, “Red” model at 635nm for 4mW.
Note that author cannot ascertain
whether these power figures are that
dissipated by diodes or the luminous
energy emitted.
In full desert sun, the visible Green+
18mW setting is visible on a 25m target

while 50m proved marginal. This visibility is useful for zeroing and training. IR pointer emits a maximum of
20mW at 850nm wavelength for 10
hrs of use. Author found the lowest
settings to be sufficient on a typical
night without causing bloom, and only
minor increases were necessary for
use in urban lighting. At higher brightness settings, it exhibited a “lightsabre
effect” even on a clear night.
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Beam quality for visible and IR
pointers are similar and treated
together. The emitter is a laser diode,
and its short cavity produces less-collimated (i.e. more divergent) light that
must be corrected by a lens system.
Whether due to lack of spatial coherent or refractions from the front protective lens, the author observed some
errant emissions within a 45deg cone
with most towards the outer edge.

Photographed through Gen 3 unfilmed white phosphor tube against white wall 2m away. Due to autogating, brightness cannot be
directly compared across the three images. Left: IR pointer. Middle: IR illuminator without diffuser + IR pointer at right edge of illuminator. Right: IR illuminator with diffuser + IR pointer; barrel shadow at lower right.
Users concerned with signature should
mount the unit as far forward as practical to minimize back-splash on accessories such as suppressors. Note that
the front protective lens is angled
down which the author surmises to
prevent glint.
Elevation and windage are adjusted
via capped slot-head screws. The caps
are tethered together, but are not
retained by the unit. One click moves
approximately 12cm at 25m, with the
top dial controlling elevation. Direction
is not marked or mentioned in manual,
but was easily deduced during sight-in.

Illuminator

This laser-based illuminator emits a
maximum of 500mW at 850nm for at
least 40 mins of continuous use. Both
LED and laser generate light, but an
ideal laser produces monochromatic,
coherent and collimated waves. Monochrome means all light are emitted
at one wavelength (850nm) and does
not spill into the visible spectrum like
some LEDs that have a faint red glow.
With Perst-3, author observed no such
glow at the lowest power setting.
Coherence means all waves are in
phase with each other to avoid destructive interference. To give an extreme
example, assume half of the waves
are identical but inverted (i.e., 180deg out-of-phase): Output = sin(ωt)
+ sin(ωt + π) = 0, imply total destructive interference with no illumination
on target. Collimation means all rays
are parallel with no divergence. Whatever the actual values for this unit are,
author found it plenty powerful without resorting to maximum brightness.

First examining the characteristics
without a diffuser, one can screw the
lens in for a wide beam (4.5o) and out
to tighten down nearly to a point. The
lens can be unthreaded and removed
to provide a relatively wide beam,
but the diffuser will droop over and
occlude part of that beam. In addition, author questions the weather-proof properties in such a state.
The lens takes some time and effort to
rotate and is unlikely something to be
adjusted “on the fly.”
The beam covers a 0.5m wide torso
at 25m and a 2m tall torso at 100m at
its widest setting. While too tight for
CQB, it works well in the outdoors.
Tightened beam is useful for shooting long distance through a magnified
optic (e.g., clip-on night vision device
in front of day scope) by concentrating
more energy on target without turning
up the brightness. A ¼ circle arc can
be seen outside the main beam that
rotates with the lens. This beam artefact is visible against a blank wall, but
is not noticeable in normal use.
Night vision device gain (manual or
auto-gated) is usually adjusted for the
environment, causing non-NV-compatible red dot or bright IR pointers to bloom. Illuminator can “wash
the scene” and reduce contrast such
that the dot becomes a fine point
while environment remains observable. At minimum brightness setting,
the Perst-3 nicely “washed the dot”
from both a Trijicon RMR (RM06) on
the lowest non-NV setting and the IR
pointer on a moonless night. At maximum brightness, it triggered the autoSADJ VOL. 13 NO. 2
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gate in author’s goggles and scenery
outside the illumination circle became
nigh invisible.
Bikini-style diffuser effortlessly
snaps over the lens to project an even
illumination that lights up the entire
room. Field-of-view amply covers the
40 deg NVG view angle, and the roll
off towards the edge is subtle. With
diffuser on, author observed some
artefacts as well: some hard edges
are projected at the centre near the
IR pointer. This is visible only against
a wall, but it may stand out depending
on the room one is sweeping through.
Illuminator can be aimed in azimuth
and elevation to centre the pointer.
Adjustments are external with two
screws, marked for axis, that move the
entire lens assembly. User manual cautions against accidentally loosening
other screws. The adjustments require
an Allen key and are not “quick adjustable.” Out of the box, illuminator was
already well-centred and author saw
no reason to adjust it.

Conclusion

Perst-3 proves a powerful PEQ-15
analogue. Brightness and illuminator
beam-width are difficult to adjust
“on-the-fly” to account for mixed
lighting scenarios such as an urban
nightscape, although same can be said
about the likes of DBAL and ATPIAL.
Artefacts were also observed in both
pointer and illuminator, although they
largely do not impede normal use. The
long-range illumination and ability to
“punch through” urban lighting makes
the Perst-3 an excellent companion to
any night vision device.
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DISASTER PREVENTION

Russian PKM on Stepanov mount in anti-aircraft position with 100rd assault can.
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The
PKM

A System
of Extreme
Reliability
By Lynndon Schooler

F

ollowing World War II, export diplomacy became a
cornerstone of Soviet foreign policy, whereupon
friendly third world nations making up the global socialist struggle were rewarded for their efforts with
deeply discounted or, at times, free military aid and licensing agreements. Because of this dramatic proliferation the
PK and, later, the PKM-modified, have seen service around
the globe for almost 60 years as a rugged, high-functioning
machine gun. This ubiquitous weapon has often fought on
both sides of the same conflict and has ranked in the best of
its class alongside other .30 caliber belt-fed machine guns.
A general-purpose machine gun (GPMG) is a belt-fed
weapon that may be used by dismounted infantry, or
attached to a bipod or vehicle for sustained-fire applications. As the name implies, the weapon serves a “jack-ofall trades” role and is capable of medium and heavy fire.
The variations of the PK serve different roles: the PKT and
PKMT mount as a tank coaxial gun, PKB and PKMB spade
grip models mount into a vehicle socket (as well as a helicopter door mount) and PKS and PKMS may be mounted
upon a tripod.
The weapon’s reliability is a further testament to the
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PKM Variants. From bottom to top: PK, PKM, PKM on Stepanov mount.
designers: Russia’s most famous engineer, Mikhail Kalashnikov, and his talented team. The key to the PK’s success is
its extreme reliability, due in part to the use of other proven
Kalashnikov design elements learned in developing the AK
series of riles. This philosophy of wide tolerances, robust
materials and a minimal number of moving parts earned
Kalashnikov the Lenin Prize for the PK in 1964. In testing,
inspectors determined the PK could withstand considerable
abuse, and even neglect, through extreme weather conditions. In addition, the PKM is capable of enduring enormous
abuse in the world’s most austere environments.
The PK is a gas-operated, air-cooled, open bolt, link fed
machine gun. The weapon fires from an easily interchangeable chrome-lined barrel with 1/9.45 twist, right-hand rifling
grooves and feeds from non-disintegrating metal belts of
25, 50, 100, 200 and 250 rounds. On full auto fire, the weapon
fires 650-700 rounds per minute. The weapon’s maximum
range is 3,800 meters and the maximum effective point target range is 600 to 1000 meters. The maximum effective
range for suppression is 1,300 to 1,500 meters. The weapon’s
barrel changes cannot be performed as fast as other general-purpose machine guns. The bolt must first be locked
to the rear, then the top cover is opened and the feed tray
is lifted and the locking block is pushed to the left of the
barrel. This unlocks the barrel from the receiver. Then, the
carrying handle is lifted forward and pulled straight out,
pulling the barrel out with it. For longevity, the barrel locking block has the ability to adjust headspace, allowing for a
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PKM, bipod-supported with 100rd assault pack.
longer barrel lifespan as the metal wears down over time.
The feed system has two stages. First, when the weapon
charging handle is manipulated, a feed pawl arm goes
under the carrier and runs on a track on the left side. The
feed claw extracts the cartridge out of the belt rearward.
An arm on the top of the cover pushes the round forward
into the intermediate position. After the sear is dropped,
the weapon is chambered and fired. Under recoil, the
weapon ejects out the left side, with cases flying at breakneck speed.
With the evolution to the modernized PK, or PKM, every
consideration was taken to cut weight. The PK/PKM lacks
a handguard or barrel shroud in a further step to save
weight. The design team was able to shave 1.5 kilograms
off by thinning the receiver by .6 millimeters and cutting
material from the barrel, top cover, gas block and even the
flash hider.
I had the opportunity to fire the PKM while visiting
Chechnya during my handful of trips to Russia. The Russian and Chechen operators showed amazing proficiency in
urban and mountain deployment of the PKM. The PK is a
strange sight to behold in a close quarters room clearing
exercise, but the Russian Special Forces seemed eager to
use the firepower.
Trained users of the PK deploy different techniques as
part of general weapons handling. The weapon remains
sufficiently cool to use the gas tube as a handguard for the
first fifty rounds upon first contact. After this initial burst,
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Custom PKM with 100rd assault can and EOTECH sight.
the weapon must be placed in the prone position to be
used without burning the operator. A second method used
is to keep the bipod stowed. After contact, the 100 round
ammo can is used as a monopod, which has a lower profile
than the bipod. At Rifle Dynamics, they have modeled their
demonstrative PKM after this setup, as used by the operators in one of Russia’s most volatile regions.
Typically, Russian PKM loadout is 500 rounds. Apart from
the 100 round standard-issue metal ammo can, the Russian
commercial industry has produced different PKM ammo
pouches to assist in quick reloads as well as Quick Detach
Velcro carrier ammo can holders for the standard 100 round
belt can. Although these ammo carrying platforms are not
the most discreet (Velcro, of course, is very loud), the PKM
is not usually deployed in the most quiet of environments.
Recently, the Russians have developed a soft carrying bag
from the 100-round ammo belts, lovingly referred to by
Americans as a “nut sack.”
The latest iterations of the PK are the PKP (covered in a
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prior article), the PKP-SP and the specialized PKP-M Pecheneg-M. The PKP-SP’s top cover uses a M1913 rail, and the
standard rear site was moved to the front of the top cover
and is graduated until 800 meters. The PKP-M uses a similar fluted barrel as the SP, but has a noticeable collar just
in front of the gas block, extending all the way to the front
sight block. A vertical foregrip is attached just below the
gas tube housing. The barrel is topped off with a bird-cagestyle flash hider fitted with quick-detach suppressor lugs.
The newest variants interestingly have two mounting locations for the bipod, one on the standard location as the
PKM just rearward to the gas block and a secondary position just below the front sight block, as on the original PKP.
There is a school of thought that holds that PK, rather than
AK, is Kalashnikov’s crown achievement. Somewhat unfairly
shadowed by his earlier design, the PKP has shown itself to
be as modular in its modernization as his assault rifle designs.
As such, it is likely to be a staple among regular and irregular
fighting forces for the foreseeable future.
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SUOMI, WIKI, PUBLIC DOMAIN

Simo Häyhä is shown with his Finnish M/28-30 Mosin–Nagant rifle,
actually a Russian-made receiver remarked and rebuilt to Finnish standards. Häyhä often carried a Suomi KP/-31 submachine gun in combat.

Bad Bullets

… OK, Not Bad. Just Misunderstood!
By Terry Edwards

M

aybe it was just a chance
bullet, but more likely it
was the greatest counter-sniper shot ever fired … we don’t
know who fired it, if they lived out

the day or the war, or if they knew
who they hit … we only know it was
a war crime.
At 34, the Finnish sniper Simo
Häyhä was known to friend and foe
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as “The White Death.” He posted an
official tally of 505 kills as a sniper
and commander until a sub-zero
March day in 1940, when an explosive Soviet bullet hit Häyhä’s left

NATIONAL ARCHIVES

This bullet, fired from a 6.5x52mm cartridge in the 1963 assassination of President Kennedy, is preserved in the U.S. National Archives.
jaw. The deceleration threw the
bullet’s internal striker forward to
detonate a minute charge of explosive. His blood sprayed the snow as
much of Häyhä’s face disintegrated.
Initially thought dead, Häyhä was
evacuated. The Winter War between
the Soviet Union and Finland was
only months old and Häyhä’s wartime career was over.
After dozens of operations, Häyhä
remained permanently disfigured.
The exploding bullets were originally
devised to blow up ammunition
wagons. But, the Russian engineers’
Crimean War era exploding bullet
was refined to become sensitive
enough to be detonated by impact
with human targets. This led directly
to the Declaration of St. Petersburg
in 1868; too late for the victims in

SUOMI, WIKI, PUBLIC DOMAIN

A respectful fellow soldier gazed on his
fallen hero and was astounded to realize
Simo Häyhä was still alive. The left side
of Häyhä’s face was largely destroyed by
a Russian exploding bullet. Häyhä was
pulled from the corpses to undergo two
dozen reconstructive operations.
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the American Civil War.
Under the St. Petersburg Declaration, and again in the Hague Declarations of 1899 and 1907, explosive
projectiles under 400 grams (just
less than a pound) are banned. That
is; when used against people. It is
perfectly legal to use them against
aircraft, ships and vehicles. Furthermore, the ban only applies to use
in war; only to those nations that
signed the Declarations, and only
when all the warring parties are so
bound.
Since Stalin rudely invaded Finland
on November 30, 1939, the Finns stubbornly resisted. They had bad history
with Russia burned into the national
being 200 years before. In snow white
camouflage, the Finns swooped and
sliced silently through the dim for-

ests while the Soviets, easy targets
in their dark uniforms, struggled and
cursed the snow on foot. Many Soviets who died in murderous ambushes
never saw their enemy and the frustrated survivors craved revenge. One
reaction was to use explosive bullets
for that extra twist.
There are legitimate reasons for
infantry to use exploding bullets.
Aside from anti-materiel use, they
can stand in for tracer fire. The telltale flash of the explosion can act
like a spotting round, indicating a
target to others without leaving the
back-trackable trail of a tracer.
The illegal use didn’t stop when the
Winter War ended: Exploding bullets
were used by Soviet and German
snipers on the eastern front after
Germany invaded Russia in 1941. The
Soviet round that hit Häyhä was the
“PZ.” The Germans countered with
their “B-Patrone.”
It might seem absurd to apply limits of decency to something already
meant to cause lethal injury. But,
to “prevent unnecessary suffering”
isn’t too hard to grasp and there is
nothing absurd about it to the living
targets. Today’s exploding bullets
are largely mechanical and the issue
is the familiar one of unintended
consequences.
Most attempts to conjure a more

PUBLIC DOMAIN

With its full metal jacket, the Mk VII .303 bullet, remains acceptable under the rules of
war. Its tail-heavy design causes it to tumble in the target, causing damage equal to the
illegal mushroom it replaced.
lethal bullet fall into two categories,
bullets carrying a payload and bullets made to perform destructively
on impact. Limiting all this evil is a
goal of those who care about such
things, and usually has the hearty
approval of the combatants who
would otherwise face these fruits of
creative genius.
Bullets leave energy in a target as
a shockwave. The waves blast outward from the bullet’s path, forming an instantaneous cavity. If the
bullet passes through the target, its
remaining energy goes with it. The
greater a projectile’s front surface
area, the more energy is used to
push through the target.

Often, an increase in the target’s
suffering through bullet fragmentation or mushrooming is the byproduct of limiting the suffering of innocents near the target by confining the
bullet to within the chosen target.
An early example is the notorious Dum Dum. This bullet is named
for a British arsenal in India’s town
of Dum Dum. Britain’s adoption of
the modern and supposedly superior .303 cartridge in 1888 spawned
an embarrassing problem. When the
new metal jacketed bullets passed
clean through the target, much of the
new cartridges’ ballyhooed energy
went with them. As a result, the
new .303 bullet delivered less punch

Cpl. Brandon L. Blair
shows the
ceramic
armor plate
that saved
him.
JOESALTER.COM

Captain Neville Bertie-Clay at Britain’s
Dum Dum Arsenal first designed a bullet
with an exposed soft lead tip to spread
out into a mushroom shape and increase
the frontal area. This was refined into a
hollow point and called the Mk 4 in British service. Shown is a Canadian Mk 5.

LANCE CPL. ERIK VILLAGRAN, DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
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Not all flechettes use fins for spin and stabilization. Their machined flutes make these
flechettes easier to package and launch en masse.
than the .450-577 it was replacing. It
seemed Britain had done her troops
an embarrassing disservice.
To great acclaim, Captain Neville
Bertie-Clay at Dum Dum designed a
new .303 bullet. On impact, his new
.303 bullet expanded, or mushroomed,
to roughly the diameter of the old
.450 bullet and usually stayed in the
target. All its energy thus impacted
the victim, redressing the imbalance.
His original soft-point was refined to
become the hollow-point Mk 5. While
the ammo was made elsewhere, the
arsenal gave its name to the bullet
and “Dum Dum” is still slang for a
mushrooming or expanding bullet.
And, after all the arguing and engineering, the Hague Convention in
1899 banned expanding bullets.
The unhappy British countered
with a new full metal jacket .303
bullet. On impact, the bullet’s heavy
base would tumble to get ahead of
the lightweight aluminum core and
nose. As the bullet turned from end
to end and side to side, it presented
large surface areas to deliver shock
as it buzz-sawed a ragged and gory
wound. So much for good intentions.
It wasn’t the arsenal’s first brush
with infamy. The India-wide Sepoy
Mutiny was triggered in 1857 by the
Dum Dum Arsenal-made paper cartridges for the muzzle-loading .58
caliber Pattern 1853 rifles. In the

course of loading, a rifleman bit
off the end from a paper cartridge.
When he did, he usually got a taste
of the grease used to waterproof the
cartridge. Malcontents spread word
the grease was really pig and cow
fat. Pig fat is unclean to Muslims, and
Hindus are forbidden from consuming any part of a sacred cow. Authorities claimed the fat was sheep’s tallow, but much of India was already
fed up with the high-handed British
East India Company that effectively
ruled. The rumor caught fire in the
largely locally recruited army.
The Sepoys, a particularly proud
unit in the East India Company’s private army were manned by Indian
aristocrats and were the first to
mutiny. The rebellion ended the East
India Company’s reign and the British government assumed direct control of India. The truth of the rumor
is still argued.
Generations later, on the first
Christmas of WW1, British and
German troops traded drinks in
no-man’s land. By the second Christmas, the mood had soured and men
on both sides were sawing Xs down
the tips of their bullets to create DIY
Dum Dums of dubious value. A variation was to saw off the tip of the
full metal jacket to expose the bullet’s softer inner core. The downside
was manifested when the core blew
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The M829’s use of Depleted Uranium
gave the 120-mm armor-piercing, discarding-sabot, fin-stabilized projectile the nick-name ‘Silver Bullet’ for its
appearance and abilities in the 1991 ‘Desert Storm’ operation. Several upgrades
have been made to cope with increasingly effective armor.
out, leaving the jacket stuck in the
barrel. With luck, only a bulged barrel and inaccuracy resulted.
Several early British Lee-Enfields
had “magazine cut-offs.” These
closed off feeding from the magazine, forcing the soldier to load
single rounds and thus discouraging frivolous waste. In a real emergency, the cut-off would be ordered
switched off and the rounds in the
magazine brought into play. German
propaganda said the cut-off device
was really designed to sheer off
bullet tips to create mushrooms. An
equally pointless, but at least possible trick was pulling the bullet out
and reinserting it in the case backwards.
The intentional anti-personnel misuse of incendiary, frangible, tracer,
spotting and explosive bullets are
obvious violations. More subtle
was the inclusion of a drop of tear
gas in the WWI German anti-tank

2GR

Issued to the British SAS and American Special Forces in Afghanistan, the RIP bullet is
machined to break into separate pieces, each careening through the target’s body and
delivering its energy while limiting collateral damage from fragments and pass-thru.
However, as the makers point out, all such designs only work when the target is hit. A
miss is still exceedingly dangerous.
13-mm T-Gewehr hyper-velocity
armor-piercing round. The bullet,
driven out of an over-sized Mauser
1918 rifle at nearly 2600fps could
pierce an inch of armor and the tiny
payload of tear gas was meant to
chase out any surviving crew. The gas
was never noticed by the intended
victims.
Inventors and most nations have
gone with the unstable-on-impact
bullet idea since the British replaced
the Dum Dum. Perhaps the most
famous example is the “magic” bullet
fired at President Kennedy in Dallas.
The Italian 6.5x52mm’s overly-long
bullet is prone to instant instability on
impact. Its erratic course changes were

excitedly deemed impossible by those
unfamiliar with projectile behavior.
Even before it was adopted as the
5.56mm M193 in 1963, reports of the
Remington .223’s incredible lethality
abounded. While one author praised
its stability and penetration, another
described a wildly unstable bullet
that tore apart victims like a hysterical shuriken. The Fabrique Nationale 5.7mm caused a similar tempest
when branded an armor-piercing
“cop-killer.”
Overly-long, small cross-section
projectiles will tumble on impact.
One could argue the long lengthto-width ratio is meant to produce
a slimmer and faster projectile for
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a given mass. Flechettes are the
logical extension. These needle-like
darts can be fired in clouds from
anything from a shotgun up, but
for rifle use are usually individually
encased in discarding sabots. The
sabots’ wide cross-section presents
a large surface for the gunpowder
to push it out the muzzle at over
4500fps. The sabot drops away and
the dart goes on.
Some flechettes are spin stabilized
by rifling, others have fins, or sometimes flutes, to keep them straight or
impart rotation. Launched en masse
or singly in specially designed rifle
rounds, flechettes achieve velocities
of over 4500fps. Their instability on
impact causes predictable carnage.
During the 1960s, the American
Special Purpose Individual Weapon
(SPIW) program fostered prototype
flechette firing weapons. Winchester,
Springfield Armory and AAI (Aircraft Armaments Inc.) all submitted
entries. AAI’s original 1966 flechette
firing design was updated in 1967 but
problems with reliability and accuracy doomed the gun. The operation
of the gun was also unusual, being
a version of John Pedersen’s earlier
primer actuation system. On firing,
the primer slides partially out of its
pocket, pushing back the center of
the bolt face to unlock the gun.
Aside from inspiring some great
kids’ toys, the program stalled, but
research continued renamed as the
Future Rifle Program.
In the later 1980s, the US Department of Defense again searched for
a weapon to replace the M16. The
new ACR (Advanced Combat Rifle)
weapon was to be twice as deadly
as the M16. This time AAI, Steyr, H&K
and Colt faced off.
AAI and Steyr opted for flechettes.
The lower recoil of the light and fast
darts allowed firing a high-speed
burst that felt and sounded like a
single shot. The dispersal of a threeround barrage was meant to double
the kill probability. Steyr’s flechette
firing bullpup looked a lot like their
conventional AUG (Armee Universal Gewehr). Steyr’s non-metallic
flechette cartridge had a primer belt
encircling the case ahead of the base.
The gun’s firing pin emerged from the
chamber wall to strike the primer.
Colt’s entry was the M16 firing a
duplex cartridge. The multi-projec-

tile round came out of the SALVO
program and held two bullets in tandem. In flight, they travelled as two
uncontroversial bullets.
H&Ks combustible cartridge design
fired a traditional bullet. Increased
lethality was claimed from the three
round burst.
None of the contenders was
enough of an improvement to
replace the M16.
While the flechette failed to dominate infantry small arms design,
long darts did dominate the Cold
War underwater. More recently, the
darts’ monopoly underwater has
been challenged by super-cavitating
bullets. These bullets are designed
to generate a pocket of water vapor
around the bullet. Surrounded by
this low-friction bubble, the bullets
are freed of the water’s hindrance.
The Polycase company molded bullets from a mixture of copper powder and plastic. The new Inceptor
ARX (Advanced Rotational Extreme)
bullet has hydrodynamic flutes cast
in. These angled flutes produce a
propeller blast in passage, blowing
open a large wound channel. As they
are intended for police and civilian
self-defense, the international rules
of war don’t apply. Nonetheless, the
design does limit penetration and
thus collateral harm.
For millennia, combatants used
layers of cloth, leather and metal for
protection. For just as long, they tried
to defeat the other guy’s protection.
Gunpowder settled the contest several hundred years ago. In the 1970s a
nearly indestructible polymer called
Kevlar changed this. Layers woven
from yarn of this material could stop
many common bullets. The armor
quickly became a favorite of police

INCEPTOR

The nose of the Inceptor molded bullet incorporates shock-wave producing
flutes. The bullet violently blows off the
energy in the target, greatly amplifying
the wound channel and making a passthru less likely.
although needle-like projectiles and
bullets with slippery coatings borrowed from your frying pan could
slide through the fabric. Lawmakers
and tea rooms clamored in alarm.
Numerous AP rounds, new and old,
were demonized as “cop-killers” and
banned as police casualties flooded
television screens and imaginations.
Ceramic armor makes armor-piercing even tougher. The particles of
boron carbide, silicon carbide and
aluminum oxide, are harder than a
bullet. Their powder is mixed with a
binder and baked (hence the name
ceramic) into the desired shape. A

bullet deflects and disintegrates
against the particles on impact.
Even if penetration is defeated, a
projectile’s energy can pass through
to the target. Blunt-force trauma
can cause painful and lethal injuries
and multiple hits can break down
the ceramic’s protection. While AP is
legal for anti-personnel use in war, it
is illegal for civilians to have in many
jurisdictions.
When Depleted Uranium (DU) penetrators were introduced, critics went
ballistic over radioactive bullets. DU
is the fuel used to power reactors,
“depleted” of much of its radioactivity. In fact, the residual radioactivity is unneeded and unwelcome. It
is DU’s density and heavy mass that
makes it one of the most effective
armor-piercing materials known.
DU is well-known for providing
the cores of the tank-busting 30mm
and the “silver bullet” of the 120mm
fin-stabilized, discarding-sabot AP
round. On impact with armor, the
DU core sheds its surface, continually sharpening itself until it passes
through the armor. On bursting
through, the DU ignites and incinerates at temperatures 100 times hotter than the sun’s surface.
The various rays the DU admittedly
still emits will not penetrate human
skin, however, a fragment of the dust
and ash is deadly if eaten, breathed
or allowed into the bloodstream.
DU munitions are accused of causing birth defects in areas where the
bullets have been used. Israel sells a
non-DU Armor Piercing, Fin-Stabilized, Discarding-Sabot round as a
“green” alternative.
When the first airliner hijackings
occurred in the 1970s, there was an
immediate demand for ammuni-

BUREAU OF ALCOHOL TOBACCO AND FIREARMS

In 1978, Bulgaria assassinated dissident journalist Georgi Markov by firing a poisoned pellet into his leg from a gun disguised in an
umbrella. The idea wasn’t new; being a staple of comics, spy novels and Batman’s “the Penguin” long before Markov’s murder. Similar devices date back to the 1860s.
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Many Iraqi tanks
were lost in Desert Storm … and
many of them to
Depleted Uranium
projectiles.

ISRAELI DEFENSE FORCES

tion that could be fired in an aircraft cabin without endangering
the aircraft. The MBA “Short-Stop”
was a pistol bullet descended from
the non-lethal bean-bag round. It
was decidedly lethal but usually
harmed only the target. The Glaser “safety slug” is a still popular
contender with roots going back to
1975. Again, its prime purpose was
limiting pass-through damage; the
increased lethality was secondary.
The RIP, or Radically Invasive Projectile, is a bullet machined to separate on impact into multiple unstable shards that whirl their separate
paths through flesh and bone.
The fragments mostly dump their
energy in the target and remain in
it. This minimizes risk to bystanders
and surroundings and is particularly useful in crowds and aircraft.
It was first issued to American and
British elite troops expected to
engage in such situations. Needless
to say, their lethality gets far more
press than their safety.
While an engineered bullet might
make the difference in a firefight,
and save innocent lives from unintended injury, a civilian must weigh
this against jury-candy descriptions of man-eating bullets.
Frangible bullets are made to
break up on impact, ideally to dust.
Powdered metal bullets were used
in pilots’ dog-fighting training.

Modern versions are mostly polymer (plastic) bullets. Being very
light, a 9mm can achieve velocities
of 2000fps and above but the lack
of weight limits penetration. The
bullet’s propensity to break up into
hard-to-pick-out pieces makes it
illegal to use against people.
An “evil” and easy-to-ban innovation is low-velocity, subsonic
ammunition. This does not silence
the gun’s report, but keeping the
projectile under the speed of sound
avoids the crack of the sound barrier being broken. Fired through a
suppressor, a subsonic bullet works
in near silence. Some weapons systems, counter-balance their bullet’s
low velocity by throwing a heavier
bullet. The object is to achieve a
lethal speed to weight ratio. Banning such ammo was a tempting
feel-good ban before noise reduction became acceptable.
Loaded with buckshot or SSG,
a shotgun’s menacing appearance
and performance coupled with
their short range and lack of penetration suit them to specialized
duties. In riots, lighter shot sizes
were bounced off the street to
injure the targets’ legs. As college
kids took to the streets, this was
no longer popular. For nostalgic
old-schoolers, tailor-made farmers’ standbys, salt and pepper
rounds, can still be bought.
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During WWI the British sniper
guru, Major H. Hesketh-Prichard,
railed against Americans bringing
shotguns to the trenches. In his
book, Sniping in France, he nobly
damned the use of birdshot to blind
the adversary. He misunderstood;
the U.S. issued cartridges with
larger and more lethal shot. Canada
recently banned the 12-gauge shotgun along with all firearms over
20mm. However, the government
hastily reversed this.
Projectiles like the one fired from
an umbrella in 1978 to fatally poison Bulgarian dissident Georgi
Markov by carrying ricin into his
leg are rare, but not banned, on
the civilian market. Tribal users
are famed for poison-tipping their
arrows and darts. In their other
greatest gun-control success, Canada shrewdly banned the “Yaqui
blow-gun” several decades ago. No
deaths by poison dart have been
reported since.
Dragon’s Breath is a flame-throwing cartridge officially banned in
many jurisdictions. Its legal status
in war has yet to be litigated, but
home owners might hesitate to
employ one in their dwelling. The
12-gauge throws a mass of magnesium flakes in a wide plume of
flame 100 feet or more from the
muzzle. Anything in front of it is
toast.
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®

Evolution At Work
Story & Photography by Todd Burgreen

S

uccessful handgun designs constantly evolve. This is
for a variety of reasons, stemming mainly from market and technological impulses/pressures and magnified by ever-changing mission requirements of end users.
The drive to make a handgun more effective has created
designs accommodating red dot sights, higher capacity
magazines, railed dust covers and threaded barrels for
mounting suppressors, compensators, etc.
The FN 509® Compact Tactical (CT) is the poster child of
this design evolution. It traces its heritage in the FN family
tree through the original FN 509 back to the FNS™ which
was introduced in 2012. The striker-fired FNS was a departure from other FN handguns such as the FNX™ and FNP
series, which are hammer-fired designs. The FN 509 Tactical (immediate predecessor to the CT) spawned from FN’s
experience with the most recent U.S. Army handgun trials.
Civilians get to benefit from FN’s experience with that solicitation with an even more compact variant—the Compact
Tactical. The ability to use the FN 509 Compact Tactical as
an everyday carry handgun is what sets it apart from most
other endeavors incorporating red dots on pistols.
One of the most basic weapon concepts that has remained
constant (or stagnant depending on point of view) is handgun sights. The earliest muzzle loading pistols feature sights
that we can recognize today. Yes, modern open sights are
more refined, but the basic form is the same—align front
post with rear notch. This is now undergoing a change with
the increasing popularity of installing red dot sights (RDS) in
lieu of the traditional iron open sights for everyday personal
defense weapons, law enforcement and military weapons.
The pistol red dot sight (RDS) concept seeks to answer
how best to enhance the handgun. The solution arrived
at was the same as most had already opted for with their
rifles—add a red dot sight. Orientation of suppressor-style
iron sights around the red dot acts as both back-up sights
SADJ VOL. 13 NO. 2
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and quickly fixes the shooter’s eye to red dot stationed
above the front post.
The FN 509 Compact Tactical package has many tweaks
beyond the standard FN 509. One each of 12-, 15-, and
24-round magazines arrived with it. Suppressor height night
sights and threaded barrel are other noteworthy features.
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FN 509 Compact Tactical arrived with FN logo soft pistol case and one 12-rd,
one 15-rd and one 24-rd magazine. Case also includes the FN Low Profile
Optics Mounting System (LPOMS) accessories for accommodating at least 10
different red dot optics in a sealed blister pack.

FN’s LPOMS is one of the best multi red dot mounting
systems currently on the market. A blank plate covers the
rear receiver when no red dot is being used. The plate mates
seamlessly to the slide and provides protective “wings” to
the elevated rear suppressor sight. An extensive packet of
plates, screws and spacers, along with a well-done instruc-

The features do not stop there. What really gets your attention is the rear sight assembly. The pistol has the rear of the
slide modified to facilitate mounting of numerous models of
red dot sights. FN labels this as their FN Low-Profile Optics
Mounting System™ (LPOMS) that features a series of plates
for accommodating at least ten different red dot optics.
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A variety of ammunition was employed during FN 509 Compact Tactical T&E with a mix of manufacturers, bullet weights, and profiles.

tion manual is included with the FN 509 CT’s LPOMS. A
quick reference indicates what combination of parts to use
to mount a variety of red dots, all the while maintaining
reference to iron sights and pistol’s bore. Besides having a
slide milled to a specific red dot, the FN LPOMS is one of the
best systems to get a red dot on correctly.
The FN 509 CT chambered in 9MM is the current offering from FN. Flat Dark Earth and Black are the current
color options. The overall length of the FN 509 CT is
7.4 inches with 4.32 inch 1/2”x28 threaded barrel. The
frame features MIL-STD-1913 accessory rail. The slide is
equipped with front and rear cocking serrations with
external extractor. The external extractor also serves
as a loaded chamber indicator. The barrel is cold hammer forged stainless steel featuring 1:10” RH twist with
a polished chamber and feed ramp. The barrel features
a recessed target crown. Ambidextrous slide lock levers
and magazine release buttons are standard. The 509 CT
weighs 26.2 ounces empty.
The CT disassembles quickly via locking the slide open
and rotating the takedown lever downward on the
frame, freeing the slide from the frame. There are no tool
marks evident once field stripped. No lateral play in the
slides fit to the frame or barrel to slide was found. The
SADJ VOL. 13 NO. 2
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barrel locks up tight when in battery. The 509 CT operates via Browning’s locked breech short-recoil method,
slightly modified by moving the locking recess from the
barrel to a single locking lug milled above the barrel’s
chamber. FN barrels feature a notched groove in front of
the chamber that serves as further enhancement with
this. The front contour of the barrel lug cam slot has
been cut square to direct counter-recoiling forces up
and forward into the barrel itself to reduce stress on the
lug. The 509 CT’s slide mass and shape are engineered to
aid in increased muzzle control for double taps or longer
strings of fire. A low bore axis relative to the shooter’s
hand allows for a very stable sight picture, no matter
how many or how rapidly rounds are fired.
FN’s inclusion of the suppressor-style iron sights
around the red dot sight acts as both back-up sights
and quickly fixes the shooter’s eye to red dot stationed
above the front post. Both eyes open is strongly suggested; it is a must to get the most out of the RDS concept. Point shooting with the FN 509 CT is still very
possible via using the red dot’s window as a ghost ring,
albeit large ghost ring, if one must react spontaneously
to a threat. The advantage offered by use of red dot
sights in the competition environment is well known.
58
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Clockwise from upper left, the FN Low Profile Optics Mounting
System (LPOMS) arrives with well-done directions on how to configure the slide properly for a variety of red dots. A Leupold DeltaPoint Pro was mounted.

focus plane of the red dot is simpler to shoot accurately
than coordinating front and rear sights. They can now do
as nature intends them to do: focus on the threat with both
eyes open, simply because the concept uses the eyes in a

The shooter’s ability to place the red dot on the target without having to align front and rear irons proved
much more adept at transitioning between targets.
As many “maturing” shooters can attest to. The single
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Muzzle flip was minimal with the FN 509 Compact Tactical.
more natural manner.
Considering that the FN 509 CT’s design intent is to use it
as an everyday carry handgun, it was decided to dedicate
some time evaluating the FN 509 CT working around vehiSADJ VOL. 13 NO. 2
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cles, breaching facades, door entries and other CQB activities. Echo Valley Training Center’s (EVTC) onsite HESCO
Shoot House and 360 Range were ideal test locations. A
premium is placed on a quick-handling accurate handgun
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CT, including Federal Syntech & HST, Hornady® XTP®, Winchester PDX, Remington® Ultimate Defense and Black Hills
Ammunition JHP. An ammunition can, featuring a smorgasbord of random brands and types, was also utilized. Loads
fired spanned 115 to 147 grain with hollow points and FMJ
bullet types. Significantly, no malfunctions were experienced while test firing over 350 rounds during range visits
used to evaluate the FN 509 CT.
The FN 509 CT did not disappoint, regularly producing 2-3 inch groups at 25 yards when fired from standing unsupported positions. Bench testing could not be
resisted after witnessing the unsupported accuracy
results. Sub-2 inch groups at 25 yards were not unusual
and probably would have been smaller if not for my rudimentary bag support and gritty/heavy trigger. A negative encountered with the FN 509 CT was the trigger,
which was especially noticed during the accuracy portion
of T&E. The hinged nature of the FN trigger with factory
pull weight set between 5.5-7.7 pounds makes the FN 509
CT a perfect candidate to receive an aftermarket upgrade
in the trigger department.
The FN 509 CT equipped with Leupold DeltaPoint® Pro
came into its own for precise fire at any range desired with
placing the dot on the target and applying correct trigger
control. The DeltaPoint Pro offers wide field-of-view and
clear glass, while its aluminum housing is surrounded with
a steel shield for extra durability, no matter the conditions.
The DeltaPoint Pro weighs in at only 1.95 ounces and provides 60 MOA of adjustment range for both windage and
elevation. The sight is small enough to fit on a user’s handgun slide, measuring just 1.3 inches in height and width. The
Leupold DeltaPoint Pro uses a single CR2032 battery and, to
save battery life, the optic features Motion Sensor Technology that turns the unit off after five minutes of immobility.
Once a handgun is picked up again, the optic powers on and
returns the DeltaPoint to the same brightness setting as
the user last selected.
Groups with the FN 509 CT were markedly smaller when
Leupold DeltaPoint Pro was mounted versus iron sights,
especially as engagement distances increased. The ability
to consistently ring a steel man popper target at 50 yards,
even out to 100 yards with regularity, was validation of
why red dot equipped handguns are here to stay.
The key point with the FN 509 Compact Tactical is that
it is eminently adaptable. Everyone from the homeowner
with a light/laser combo to an elite military team with
night vision and infrared target designator and suppressor
mounted will find the FN Compact Tactical a handgun worthy of consideration. The FN 509 Compact Tactical arrives
ready to go right out of the box. Kudos to FN for including
the right features for maximizing performance. The buyer is
gaining a lot of value for the listed MSRP of $1,049. The FN
509 Compact Tactical is a potent package in any of its possible forms due to its accuracy, reliability and capacity—all
of this combines into increased lethality.

WEBSITES OF INTEREST

such as the FN 509 CT, with multiple rounds fired in quick
succession the norm to put a target down. The natural point
ability of the FN 509 CT comes into its own in this realm.
A variety of 9MM loads were tested with the FN 509
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Old versus new 5.56 cartridges: old is on
the left, and new is on the right. The old
version has been cycled several times in
weapons.

Old versus new 7.62 cartridges: old is on
the left, and new is on the right. The old
version had an optional second cannelure
to increase bullet pull.

Old versus new .50-caliber rounds. The
gold hue to the nickel-plated older version
is an accidental lighting effect. Both rounds
appear very silver in color.

U.S. Small-Caliber Dummy Round
Development
By Jay Bell

T

he U.S. Army made another major
change to the Dummy, Drill and
Inert (DDI) family of training
ammunition in early 2020 under solicitation W52P1J-20-R-0023. The 5.56
M199, 7.62 M63 and the .50-caliber M2
dummy rounds quietly changed their
designs from a two-piece fluted design
to a solid metal one-piece design.
The tried and true two-piece design
includes a brass cartridge case and
standard Full Metal Jacket (FMJ) bullet.
This is a copper-jacketed with a solid
lead core bullet.
The new one-piece cartridge designs
are probably aluminum; however, it is
a “performance specification,” and the
exact details are left up to the contractor. There was a full competition in 2019
under solicitation W52P1J-19-R-0068.
This competition allowed for either a
one-piece or the traditional two-piece
designs. Multiple contractors submitted samples for the 2019 bid; however,
no award was made after the rounds

went through an evaluation in the
various weapons. The evaluation was
performed by the U.S. Army at Picatinny Arsenal. The proposal allowed for
a revision of samples. The Army opted
not to go that route for any contractors.
Some consider this a risky move since
“no change is small.” The Navy solicitation N00174-19-R-0147 for a solid onepiece design for the 57mm Dummy in
2019 was canceled mid-stream because
the weapon was being damaged by
the one-piece design. The thin wall
brass design offered some protection
for the weapon. The theory goes that
the brass cartridge absorbs any major
impacts and “protects” the weapon.
A Sources Sought was released under
the number of N00174-20-SN-0002 in
October 2020.

How DDI Rounds Are Used

These rounds are used in basic initial
weapon familiarization and training to
acquaint the soldiers with the process
of loading the magazines, weapons
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and clearing the weapon. This allows
them to handle the weapons, with
zero risks of an incident. Their leadership can evaluate them and decide if
they are ready to go to the next step.
This has become even more important
in recent years as more and more new
recruits have never fired a weapon
before. The Army training groups have
followed the “crawl, walk and then run”
approach. The “Crawl” phase is handling the weapon with dummy rounds.
The “Walk” phase is firing the weapon
with limited rounds, maybe only one.
The “Run” phase is having grunts with
a full magazine of ammunition.
The DDI rounds are also used in
live-fire scenarios. The range master
would supervise the replacement of
live rounds with dummy rounds hidden within magazines and belts. As
the soldier is training, the range master would secretly provide a magazine with a “hidden” dummy round
somewhere in the middle of the mag-

azine. The rounds would then create
an intentional failure to fire (FTF). So,
when the round cycles into the chamber and the trigger is pulled, all you
hear is a click, and nothing happens.
The soldier is stuck with a non-functioning weapon. The solider must, as
quickly as possible, manually cycle
the weapon bolt/slide to eject the
dummy round, re-insert a live round
and re-assume live fire. It is an ideal
training method to simulate an FTF.
If the soldier is seasoned, you might
not even notice they stopped firing
at all. It can be more challenging in
the 7.62x51mm-caliber M60 or M240B
weapons. It is even more of a challenge in the .50-caliber M2 or “Ma
Deuce.” Practice is very necessary to
ensure one can even accomplish the
task of cycling the weapon manually.
In a recent evaluation, my 14-year-old
son (and well-conditioned gymnast)
had difficulty cycling dummy rounds
through the weapons. It took every
ounce of his 130 pounds to accomplish
the task. He was not able to complete
successive belts of 20-dummy rounds
through the weapon without a break.

Changing of
the guard: all
the old versus
new rounds
pictured
together.

DDI History

Since around 1958, all three of these
calibers have been in use with all U.S.
government (USG) services. Typically,
a standard empty brass case without
a flash hole was crimped in six places
to create a flute or corrugations. These
flutes are for tactical differentiation
for the soldier to be able to differentiate in the dark. The historical standard
bullet was also modified with an additional or second cannelure to increase
the bullet pull to ensure the rounds
would survive multiple cycling. The
bullet pull was typically increased by
50 to 100 pounds. The parts were also
nickel-plated to prevent corrosion of
the standard brass and copper finishes.
Over the years, there have been some
minor changes in the designs of these
rounds. There appears to be a time
when the .50-caliber included drilled
holes, similar to the current 9mm
M917A1 DDI. Blanks made by Nammo
are one-piece with circular grooves
in them. The 20mm arena has solid
machined, plastic and traditional brass
depending on the weapon system.
The current official Army designations are now:
5.56 – M199A1E1
7.62 – M63A1E1
.50-caliber – M2A1
It is unclear why the .50-caliber is not
designated as the M2A1E1 to follow suit.

The change to the one-piece DDI
rounds appears to be partly due to a
debacle back in the 2013 timeframe.
This last run of the DDI was at Lake City
Army Ammunition Plant under Alliant
Techsystems (ATK®). This was originally a sub-part of the main contract
to run the government-owned, contractor-operated (GOCO) facility. Lake
City appears to have attempted to run
dummy rounds on standard unchanged
components. If custom, undersized
components were built, the problems
could have been avoided. The nickel
plating adds around .001 to .0015in in
thickness to the metal. Therefore, on
the critical datum dimension, a total
of .003in was added (head and shoulder) to an item that only has a total
tolerance of .0065 to .010in. Therefore,
many rounds would not have headspace and fit in the profile/chamber
gauge as they were too long.
In addition, this material buildup
is also a challenge in the neck diameter area. Just like when an old door
has been painted too many times and
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won’t close anymore because of too
much paint, the plating can affect a
cartridge’s ability “to close” or close the
bolt in the chamber. The plating will add
to both sides of the case neck (a total
4x buildup of material) and both sides
of the bullet (also a 2x buildup of material) for a total potential of 6x buildup.
The result is a cartridge round that will
not fit in the profile/chamber gauge or
the weapon. One potential solution to
this problem was to assemble the parts
in advance and then plate afterward.
This would limit the build-up to 2x on
the outer case neck area, and since none
of the other surfaces is exposed, they
do not get plated. The trouble here was
keeping the rounds watertight in the
plating process. The approved adhesive
on the neck becomes compromised in
the plating process. This allows nasty
nickel-plating material to seep inside
the case and leak out at a random later
time. It comes out as a nasty green
ooze. This is a failure under the contract
requirements and is dangerous to boot.
The 2019 competition made some
changes to the basic drawings to
allow a one-piece design. The major
change was in the weight that would
allow something like aluminum to be
machined out of one-piece and meet
the weight requirement on the drawing.
There was a DoD Ordnance Technology
Consortium (DOTC) contract awarded
to evaluate the designs back in the
2015–2016 timeframe; I believe the onepiece design concept was introduced
in that timeframe. This contract probably did not include extensive in-thefield weapon testing, due to the nature
of the contract. Therefore, we might
see issues in the field when these new
designs are subject to the rigors of the
real soldier. I know from experience that
what happens in the lab is usually nothing as compared to the weird and wild
things that happen in the field.
The Army award was made to KAK
Industry, LLC (kakindustry.com), an
apparent first-time contractor under
a full Federal Acquisition Regulation
(FAR)-based contract. Hopefully, they
have what it takes to jump through all
the hoops of government contracting.
I would not expect to see anything in
the field for some time. Current contracts are taking 1 year to get to a First
Article Acceptance Test (FAAT) and then
into production 90 days after that.
Next, the rounds would be shipped to
the depots and then later to a training
facility. Commercial versions are available on gunbroker.com for those who
cannot wait.

The Russian RPG-30
Grenade Launcher: A
One-Two Punch
Story and Photography by Lynndon Schooler

F

ew encounters are more intimidating for infantry than suddenly facing enemy armor. The
Second World War saw the largest tank
battles the world has ever known and,
with bitter recognition, the Soviet’s
observed the utility of the shoulder
launched, rocket-propelled anti-tank
weapons used by the German invading forces and the Americans across
the continent. In 1944, the Soviet command resolved to develop its own,
though the War had ended before
the first RPG (Ruchnoy Protivotankoviy Granatomyot, or the “Hand-held
anti-tank grenade launcher”) was
fielded. From battlefield to battlefield armor threats evolved, and Russian anti-tank weapons had to adapt
in response. The RPG-7, with its distinct profile, rugged design and ease
of use still sees action today despite
being designed over half a century
ago. Although the RPG-7 may be the
most common and most famous of
the RPG line, the Russians knew that
the launching diameter of the modern
anti-tank weapons needed to widen
to accommodate newer technology
and face the most sophisticated of
NATO counter-measures.
The RPG-30 Kryuk, or “hook,” looks
distinct from the RPG-7, though it is
made in the same factory and is technically a part of the same design line
from the Bazalt plant, headquartered
in Moscow. Developed in 2008, the
RPG-30 entered service in 2012. The
RPG-30’s operational space, definitely
facing NATO, now had to contend with
new varieties of supplemental armor.
The Explosive Reactive Armor (ERA)
of NATO tanks consists of explosive
tiles which, when struck by a High
Explosive Anti-Tank round (HEAT),
generate a reactionary force to disrupt
the armor-piercing plasma jet pro-

duced by the incoming shaped charge.
This plasma jet is the primary cutting
force, which penetrates the armor,
and injects super-heated gases and
molten shrapnel into the crew cabin. If
its path is broken and the jet is destabilized the round is less effective, or
not effective at all. When struck by
an incoming shaped charge, the ERA
block explodes, ejecting a single plate
straight at the incoming round. This
plate trips the shaped charge to detonate and create its plasma jet. Meanwhile, the armor block’s backplate is
ejected toward the armor hull of the
tank itself. This backplate bounces
once it hits the steel armor of the tank
and recoils toward the now incoming
plasma jet. Ideally, this would partially
dissipate or redirect the plasma jet’s
energy before it strikes the primary
hull of the tank.
The Russians, intent on defeating
these defensive measures, created
a “tandem warhead,” which sets off
the reactive armor tile pre-maturely
while the main charge arrives after a
slight delay, giving it a better chance
to successfully defeat the armor. Naturally, Western armor development
quickly caught on, and further developed ERA to address shaped charges,
tandem warheads and kinetic projectiles. Newer ERA, made from different
materials, has improved techniques
and highly-improved success rates for
disrupting traditional shaped charges
by ejecting multiple plants in a constant stream with angular momentum, disrupting the plasma jet from
the shaped charge as it is forming.
Kinetic ordnance, which relies on
fast-moving, highly dense materials such as tungsten or uranium, are
addressed by other ERA measures
which eject metal plates perpendicular to the incoming projectile in an
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attempt to break them in half and
induce a decelerating tumble before
they strike the hull of the tank.
Electronic countermeasures bring
another technological dimension to
armor defense. Some newer systems
have the capability to mask the signature of the tank and alter the tracking of an incoming missile. Others use
telemetry to map out the path of the
incoming projectile and deploy single
or multiple explosive or inert interceptors to destroy, or disrupt, the
incoming ordnance.
NERA, or Non-Explosive Reactive Armor, achieves the same effect
as ERA without an explosive layer.
Instead, it relies on the use of a dense
elastomer (layers of different metals)
to disrupt the path of the HEAT jet or
kinetic energy penetrator (KEP).
RPG-30’s primary warhead is such a
tandem charge. However, the Russians
are constantly developing new warheads to address the myriad of armor
advancements deployed around the
world. Unlike the RPG-7, the RPG-30
is a single-use, disposable system. At
22.7 lbs, it has a unique “dual tube”
construction. The smaller diameter
tube is 42mm and houses a “precursor” or initiator rocket equipped with
a HEAT warhead. The precursor rocket
initiates the tank’s active protection
system or explosive reactive armor to
clear a path for the main rocket.
The main rocket is a 105mm High
Explosive anti-tank round with tandem charges. The 105mm layout is
conventional in design on its own,
though when paired with a smaller
diameter precursor HEAT charge, the
RPG-30 is an ingenious design, in that
it serves as a “double tap” one-two
punch against most defensive systems designed for individual incoming
projectiles. The RPG-30’s main rocket

Formidable line up. Top to Bottom: RMG, RShG-1, RPG-27, RPG-30, RPG-28.
fires in quick succession after the initiator rocket, timed to reach the target
after the countermeasures have dissipated from the precursor round, but
before the armor can use other defensive resources, such as other explosive
blocks, to disrupt the larger incoming
charge. This dramatically increases
the hit probability and efficacy of the
Russian launcher. Open source data
states the warheads’ penetration
capability exceeds 650mm of Rolled
Homogeneous Armor and has a range
of 200 meters.
The RPG-30 system has not been
recorded in combat yet. However,

some nations have already developed
countermeasures to address the dualtube design. As an exported weapon,
the likelihood of encountering the
RPG-30 in the field is high, although
U.S. sanctions on Bazalt in 2012 may
slow its proliferation.
Overall, the RPG-30 remains a mysterious, modern weapon. Information
on its warhead variants, as well as
deployment tactics, is scarce. For now,
it seems, NATO forces are much more
likely to encounter an RPG-7 in the
hands of irregular forces than an RPG30 in the hands of a recognized Russian Army combat unit. The RPG-30
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was designed for such an escalation
where American and European armor
would face Russia in a grand conventional war. However, as the U.S. proliferates its Javelin top-down shoulder fired missile system to Ukraine
and (possibly) to the Kurds, which
face Russian regular and proxy forces
in Syria and the Donbass, the Kremlin may be inclined to issue the RPG30 to America’s enemies in the near
future. Such a move is a scary proposition and would bring the cat and
mouse game of rocket development
and armor countermeasures from the
theoretical to the practical.

SureFire XVL2-IRC
Pistol & Carbine Light/
Laser Module system.
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SureFire
XVL2-IRC

A Tale Of Two Spectrums
Story & Photography by Alton P. Chiu

I

n the XVL2, SureFire provides a compact, all-inclusive solution for illuminator and pointer in both visible and IR spectrum. Although intended for use
on pistols, its size easily lends to use on a PDW, such as an MP5K. Although
featuring the same controls and similar footprint as the X-series weapon lights,
holster options remain scarce at time of writing. The version discussed here is
the Class IIIa “IRC” variant, available for general public consumption.

Mechanical / Electrical Description

The XVL2 measures 77cm long, 44cm wide and 34cm tall. Roughly the same
height as the X300, it is wider by about 8cm and shorter by about 1.5cm. At 5.0oz
(142g) with battery installed, it is heavier than an X300 with batteries (113g). At
time of writing, only Safariland offers an off-the-shelf compatible holster and
even then, only for Glock pistols. Instead, the author’s Beretta M9A1 and need
for SLS hood were served by T5 Custom Kydex.
Electrical power is supplied by one CR123 battery. Author successfully used
SureFire-branded primary and rechargeable cells. To install battery, there is no
need to dismount the unit like the X-series. Simply rotate the illuminator bezel
to the unlock position and remove. Battery orientation is laser etched onto the
unit. This obviates the need to re-zero.
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Remove bezel to load battery.
Unit attaches to one slot of rail with three locating lugs
of choice: universal wedge, Picatinny wedge and a P320
integrated T-slot. Both wedges are used with the standard
T-slot rail while the P320 one is an integral T-slot with
cross block. User manual suggests that some pistols may
require the Universal wedge to interface properly with
the front trigger guard surface, although the author found
both to work satisfactorily on his M9A1. Furthermore, while
the author’s sample Picatinny wedge measures 4.8mm
across and the P320 T-slot measures 5.0mm, they were
interchangeable with both of his M9A1 and LTT Elite with
slots measuring 5.6mm and 5.2mm, respectively. The P320
integrated T-slot notably shifts the unit forward about
6mm, with author preferring this configuration as his
support thumb naturally lay on the activation switch when
forming a thumbs forward grip.

User Interfaces

XVL2 shares the same activation method as X-series
lights. The tailcap toggle switch has two wings that can
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be pushed forward for momentary activation, or rotated
(down or up) for constant-on. The wings are linked
together and pushing one side down moves the opposite
up. If the switch proves too short to reach, PHLster ARC
is an aftermarket replacement that offers three different
lengths to better fit the user.
For remote activation, RSP is a pistol grip switch while
RSR is a rail-mounted switch. RSP is analogous to the
DG grip switches for X-series lights, activating when
dominant hand forms a firing grip. At time of writing,
this is only available for select Glock and SIG pistols.
RSR-07 is momentary-only and analogous to the ST07
switch. RSR-SR07 is a momentary/constant switch
analogous to the SR07. To use these switches, a plate
cover at the top rear of the unit must be removed to
expose the pin contacts.
To select emission type, turn the knob behind the windage
adjustment clockwise for visible and counter-clockwise for
IR spectrum. With the pointer at 12 o’clock as OFF, there
follows three positions for three modes. First is illuminator
68
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Mode selector and pointer aiming adjustments.
only, then pointer only and finally illuminator+pointer. 6
o’clock is another OFF position, but can only be reached
from the visible side (clockwise). Turning counter-clockwise
fully stops at the IR illuminator+pointer position. The
knob is difficult to move and is unlikely to be accidentally
turned. By the same token, it is not easy to switch from
IR to visible spectrum quickly, should night vision devices
become ineffective.
Despite being a Class IIIa device, there is also a “blue
screw” present on the IRC model. On restricted devices
such as a PEQ-15 or LA-5, it locks out the high power
(“not eye safe”) functions. Here, it locks out the visible
illuminator+pointer, IR pointer, and IR illuminator+pointer
instead. Author prefers to access the full range of options,
and promptly moved his to the storage location under
the unit.
The windage and elevation adjustment dials are knurled,
but too stiff to be turned by hand. An U.S. quarter coin is
a smidge too wide and a penny coin fits well. There are
soft clicks when making adjustments. More details in the
section dedicated to zeroing below.

1
0

Elevation (cm)

-1

-3
-4

Projected Flight Path
Visible Pointer

-5

IP Pointer

-6
0

5

10

Range (m)

15

20

25

Elevation offset assuming a 9mm 147gr 950fps load with a 25m
zero, ignoring drag.

Illuminators and Pointers

Visible illuminator outputs 400 lumens in a MaxVision
Beam™, giving an even illumination across a wide circle
with little falloff for a quoted runtime of 1.5hr. Although
the 400 lumens is on par with other single-CR123powered lights, author felt this beam pattern to stretch
the lumens too thin. While sufficient to fill a dark room,
it cannot “punch” through artificial lighting to reach into
dark hallways.
The green visible laser pointer outputs less than 5mW at
a 520nm wavelength, and is considered a Class IIIa device.
SADJ VOL. 13 NO. 2
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Users should avoid direct eye exposure which carries with
it a low risk. While clearly visible in dim areas, it is only just
bright enough for zeroing at 25m under full sun. For better
visibility, author used a white target to better reflect the
dot. This should not be a major concern since the visible
pointer is likely used for sighting-in only.
IR illumination is provided at an unspecified output by
an LED, resulting in a faint red glow when viewed from the
front at close range. Like its visible counterpart, emissions
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Bottom view of XVL2-IRC (top) and X300U-B (bottom).

spread out evenly. Across a room, it adequately cover the
nominal 40deg field-of-view of night vision devices while
not overpowering to the extent of creating deep shadows.
However, it is insufficiently for positive target identification
much beyond 35m, even when tested with auto-gated Gen
3 unfilmed white phosphorous tubes.
IR laser pointer emits less than 0.7mW at an 850nm
wavelength, and is considered a Class I device, which
does not pose an eye hazard. With a quarter-phase moon,
author found the dot easily visible at 100m. While it is
too bright when used by itself in a dark room, it can be
used in conjunction with the illuminator to “wash the dot”
and provide consistent contrast. Elevation and windage
adjustments shift both the IR and visible pointers together,
so zeroing one zeros the other and obviates the need for
special IR reflective targets.

Zeroing

User manual recommends a co-witness zero at 25yds, with
any discrepancy between point-of-aim and point-of-impact
being negligible between 10 and 25yds. When mounted to
author’s M9A1, the visible and IR pointers are approximately
55mm and 47mm below the bore respectively. Lateral offset
is less than 10mm and considered negligible. Elevation is
computed and plotted in accompanying figure (see page
69), showing the offset to be indeed negligible. Note the
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difference between IR and visible pointers, although this is
largely academic given the cone of fire of a pistol.
Manual also states that the adjustment mechanism may
settle into its final position over ten to fifty live rounds, so
re-adjustments may be required. Author’s sample exhibited
this mostly in elevation. Gentle tapping with rubber mallet
did little to alleviate this. Instead, author locked open the
slide of his pistol then repeatedly slammed it home. This
shock seemed to settle the mechanism. Subsequent livefire showed minimal shift. SureFire recommends the laser
be re-zeroed with every dismount and reattachment,
although author did not observe notable shifts with his.
Adjustment directions are laser etched on and is marked
in terms of shifting point-of-impact. These directions are
applicable when unit is mounted at 6 o’clock (e.g. pistol
application). When mounted at 3 or 9 o’clock, user manual
provides instructions.

Conclusion

SureFire XVL2-IRC is a compact solution to aiming
and illuminating in the visible and IR spectrum. With the
signature SureFire controls, this unit is at home on pistols
already comfortable with the X-series. Currently, there is a
shortage of off-the-shelf holsters and users may need to call
upon custom holster makers. Otherwise, author found this
an excellent tool for his night time shooting needs.
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Right-side view of XVL2-IRC (top) and X300U-B (bottom).

Front view of X300U-B (left) and XVL2-IRC (right).
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The Colt M45A1 displayed with accessories.

The Colt M45A1 Pistol &
America’s Romance with
the 1911
Story & Photography by Josh Wayner

T

he American idea of handguns
is central to our culture and
heritage, and that isn’t going
to change any time soon. The thing
about Americans is that we’re at the
same time set on realizing an ideal future, our manifest destiny, and
romantically fixated on a past we
sometimes never experienced firsthand. We like things that work and
we have a generational connection to
our nation’s legend. It is for this rea-

son that it simply felt right that the
USMC formally adopt a 1911 pistol for
its Special Forces, and a Colt at that.
Today we have amazingly sophisticated warfighting technology, from
massive nuclear-powered aircraft carriers to satellite systems that can just
about read the date on a dime from
space. Yet, for all this incredible and
terrifying advancement we enjoy,
there is still the need for the individual to be armed with a reliable and
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accurate personal weapon. The 1911,
of course, needs no introduction here,
but what is remarkable is that, in our
modern era, a Colt Government Model was selected for service in a form
that is, for all real intent, not that different from when it entered service a
century earlier.
While it is certainly not the only
old-timer still ticking, it is one of very
few to see over 100 years of constant
use. The M2 machine gun, for exam-

Wilson Combat makes the issued mags for the M45A1. Both 7- and 8-round variants were
used in this article.
ple, is still kicking and no other design
has come close to it in its role. There
are, of course, many smaller and larger variations on the theme, but none
occupy the same niche quite as well.
The same cannot be said for the 1911.
There are many designs that are arguably just as good, and many that are
better. Cheaper options abound and
are just as accurate and reliable. So
just what is it about the Colt M45A1
pistol that is so damn good and why
was it selected by the USMC? The
story is more romance than raw fact,
and it goes to show that even old

dogs can be taught new tricks. The
adoption history of this fine pistol
is long and convoluted, but based
heavily on trust and heritage.

A Muddy History

The 1911 pistol chambered in .45 ACP
served in every 20th century American
conflict and has seen action in every
corner of the globe. It was officially
and begrudgingly retired from service
in 1985 by the Beretta M9, chambered
in 9mm NATO, although it continued to
see use in reserves. By the early 1990s
the 1911 was essentially replaced in

The M45A1 has several stocking marks and a QR code engraved into the frame.
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general circulation and the post-9/11
era saw the first large-scale conflicts
being fought with the 9mm cartridge.
The results were less than spectacular
and criticism of the 9mm began to rise.
The sentiment was that, when push
came to shove, the larger military had
messed up and chosen a very poor option as a standard sidearm and cartridge.
The idea that the world’s most powerful
military was fielding a sub-par weapon
echoed the frustration surrounding the
M16 early in the Vietnam War.
Those early years of the War on
Terror saw many solutions come
and go, from attempts to increase
the power of the M4 using 6.5mm
or 6.8mm rounds, to calls to return
to the 7.62mm as a primary service
cartridge. The problems being addressed were sometimes specific to
the theater they were being used
in and, while no real changes were
made at the end of the day, the attempts showed that there was a gap
in trust between the American warfighter and the small arms in use.
What is very interesting is that the 1911
never really exited service, nor did the
.45 ACP cartridge. Instead of remaining
a primary combat arm for the broader
service, it became something of a craft
solution for elite elements looking to
take advantage of the millions of man
hours spent honing and perfecting the
1911 over a century of fighting. The 1911s
in continuing service began to evolve
into a variety of specialized forms, each
reflecting a sense of constant improvement. This eventually led to an estimated $22.5 million order from the USMC
in 2012 for the M45A1, but it was a long
road to that end.
When the M1911 was set for retirement in the 1980s, the USMC resisted
this by underscoring that they would
continue to issue it, but in a specialized capacity to Marine Expeditionary
Units. The pistols were designated as
“Special Operations Capable,” and
subsequent variants were dubbed
MEU(SOC) pistols, followed by the
general designation as M45 MEUSOC.
The initial run of these pistols could
be described as parts guns, in that
they were custom built from a mix of
commercial and used GI components.
These guns were assembled, or refurbished if you prefer to see it that
way, by the USMC Precision Weapons
Section. The earliest versions were
a mix of parts and had slides from
Springfield Armory, as well as parts
from a “who’s who” of now-famous
1911 makers. Ed Brown, Novak’s and

Wilson Combat were among those who
sold parts to make the original MEUSOC guns. Some of these makers still
have parts on the modern M45A1, as
we will discuss later. The most amazing part of the original MEUSOC guns
was that they all used antique frames,
most dating back to World War II. Later guns saw new frames being incorporated. The current M45A1 is made
entirely new at Colt.
The War on Terror saw the expanded use of the 1911 in the Marine Special
Forces (MARSOC) and demand could
not be met. This led to a new program
for an interim model that was easier
to get fielded. This model would aptly be called the Interim Close Quarters
Battle (ICQB) pistol and it was based
off the Kimber 1911 in service with
stateside police. It was satisfactory,
but a better option was still wanted
by MARSOC and a search began for
a single-source gun that met all their
perceived needs.
In 2010, a request was issued for
an off-the-shelf pistol to become
the new MEUSOC gun. This led to a
short competition and near-immediate selection of the Colt Railgun,
but with some modifications off the
standard line models. The first variant of the M45A1 was not to be the
final iteration. Most of the initial run
was prematurely retired and sold on
the civilian surplus market after they
encountered extreme surface wear.

The double-nested recoil spring greatly reduces recoil, even down to 9mm levels.
The first issued pistols had a light
tan Cerakote® finish. While Cerakote
is widely known for its extreme durability, the M45A1 issue guns suffered badly and many had excessive
bare areas with no finish at all. These
guns were removed from service and
had their markings crossed out with
an “X.” The USMC “X” guns command
a large sum today, with some going
for upwards of $5,000.
The issue was corrected and Colt

Detail of the Colt manufacturing stamp. The pistol sadly lacks a Rampant Colt ‘pony’ stamp.
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began applying an incredibly durable
Decobond™ finish in a slightly different shade. The old and new guns
are visibly distinct from one another.
What should be noted here is that the
off-the-line guns from Colt are the
same as what is issued to the USMC.
Controversy began immediately after
it was revealed the Colt models apparently suffered some slide cracking
in initial testing after around 10,000
rounds and it was disparaged for this.

However, no other problems of this
sort were known to be reported on the
issue guns. To this day some claim this
cracking to be an issue, but as testing
here will show, it doesn’t seem to be a
thing. The author found no real-world
examples of this despite how common
the rumor is.
To further muddy the waters, the
issued M45A1 was officially replaced
in 2016 by the Glock 19 in an effort to
standardize the SOCOM weapon suite.
However, according to sources the author is familiar with, the M45A1 is still
in relatively common use in MARSOC
and other special units.
Unlike many other weapons in military use, the M45A1 has been something of a ghost in terms of discussions
of its combat ability. The 1911 is of
course proven, but the author had to
dive fairly deep to find any real firsthand accounts of the M45A1 in battle,
and even then the details are murky at
best. At the time this was written (December 2020), the author confirmed
only a dozen firsthand accounts of
the M45A1 in battle, but was unable
to get any general detail beyond the
fact that it worked very well and was
highly favored in shipboard fighting.
All the accounts relayed to the author
were maritime operations.
So is the M45A1 still marching on in
service? Well, the official answer is no,
but the real answer as far as firsthand
accounts go is yes. It is still in action in
largely the same role the 1911 has occupied since it was replaced in 1985 as
a special sort of “old reliable.” It is unlikely that the Colt M45A1 be the only
1911 floating around in service as warfare enters the new decade, however
it is a strong likelihood that the next
round of MEUSOC 1911 pistols will be
modifications of the M45A1 and still
chambered for .45 ACP.
While it may be frustrating to some
more progress-minded generals, the
1911 has a romantic hold on the American consciousness and everyone from
Patton to Elvis to Magnum, PI had
one. You can’t tell the story of America without the 1911 and you certainly
can’t tell it without Colt. In short, the
seemingly backwards selection of a
Colt 1911 for a modern service pistol
was nothing less than an inevitability due to how we see ourselves and
our attraction to what we know to be
right and true.

THE M45A1 TESTED

The M45A1 is a Government Model Series 80 1911 with a 5-inch bar-

The mainspring housing features a lanyard loop. This is a great feature for maritime operations.

The M45A1 has Series 80 internals, which incorporate a firing pin safety.

The COLTBBBM45A1 markings are current. The older versions has USMC as well, but
when they were retired an ‘X’ was etched across.
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The hammer is thick and robust. Trigger pull is a bit stiffer than many commercial guns, but
it is clean and breaks like a glass rod.

Detail of grip and grip screw.

Detail of Surefire X300U-A mounted to the rail.
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rel, accessory rail and ambidextrous
thumb safety. It comes standard with
night sights from Novak’s and a Wilson Combat magazine. These companies were original contributors to the
MEU(SOC) pistols builds by the PWS
crew. Other than that, the only really
remarkable features are an all-steel
machined construction (it is a noticeably heavier gun than a standard 1911)
and a thicker set of grip panels that
make it feel much wider than a regular commercial model.
For this article, the author went to
great length to put forth an authentic test of the M45A1 and did so with
an excessively high round count over
nearly a year of testing. The pistol was
tested with 12,750 rounds of ammo,
which included handloads using both
bulk 230gr X-Treme Bullets plated
bullets and Hornady 230gr HAP. The
other loads tested were: SIG SAUER
(230gr FMJ and 230gr V-Crown), Hornady (220gr Critical Duty, 200gr XTP
and 185gr American Gunner), Black
Hills Ammunition (135gr HoneyBadger,
230gr JHP, 230gr FMJ and 230gr JHP+P)
and Federal Ammunition (230gr Train
and Defend).
The velocity was tested, but to save
space here it should be noted that
this is a 5-inch .45 ACP and there was
nothing surprising or special about the
speeds generated here. The nominal
velocity of all 230gr handloads was
850fps, and the fastest load was the
BHA 135gr HoneyBadger at an average
of 1301fps.
When this general test started, the
gun was brand new from the factory.
Day one it saw 2,500 rounds and the
only encountered issue was that the
magazine seated a bit hard against the
release. That smoothed out in time.
It should be noted that the author’s
Colt M45A1 has yet to suffer a single
failure to feed or fire.
The gun had a 0% failure rate for
12,750 rounds with only light cleaning
and it had no discernible decrease in
accuracy over the course of that time.
The average accuracy standard established at the start was with BHA 230gr
FMJ, a true standard for .45 ACP. The
load grouped 2.5-inch off the bench
at 25 yards and it still did exactly that
at the end of that volume of ammo.
This is probably due to the quality of
the National Match barrel that comes
standard with the gun.
As far as the testing went, it was
almost uneventful. After getting fully
acquainted with it and spending a couple hours at a time with the gun over

The Hornady 220gr Critical Duty is an excellent pairing if you choose to carry this reliable pistol.
the summer, it became predictable and
nearly boring to ring steel plates at
ranges out to 50 yards. The pistol was
fully capable of keeping every shot on
a standard IDPA target at 100 yards as
well. The trigger pull, while a bit heavy
at 5lbs, was very clean breaking and
had no mush at all. After spending a
year with the M45A1, it is easy to see
just why it is so good.
The gun features a double nested
recoil spring that significantly changes the recoil impulse over a standard single spring. The recoil is cut
in half for most loads, thus making
the 230gr loads feel like a stout 9mm!
This feature, and the slightly wider
grips, make a for a solid accuracy machine that fills the hand. Firing with
light 135gr HB loads is extremely fun
with so little felt recoil. This particular load generated 1.5-inch 5-shot
groups at 25 yards.
It should be noted at this point that
the M45A1 is a military gun and has a
bit of rattle to it, even out of the box.
The untrained eye would see this as
a mark of low quality, but it was just

the opposite. The author is extensively
experienced with the 1911 and can tell
you firsthand that super tight guns,
while very accurate, are sometimes
the easiest to choke. The rattle here

is a saving grace, as it ensures the gun
won’t clog or get into cycling issues.
Even after 12,000+ rounds it was still
just as accurate as ever, and was still
more accurate on paper than most

Novak night sights are issued on the M45A1. They are bright and easy to find, but also fine
enough to shoot with great precision, even at extended distances.
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as standard in the military M45A1. Assuming that it is standard 230gr FMJ is
a safe bet, but it is not by any stretch
the only likely option, especially in
shipboard fighting. The individuals the
author spoke to did not have a specific
load they wanted to talk about, other
than caliber.
The Safariland holsters issued with
the gun are also short on information
beyond that fact that an order was
placed for them at the time. The author contacted Safariland for more
information about these holsters, but
there wasn’t much the company had
to share beyond the fact that they
were ordered in two styles, one without a light (as featured in this article)
and one that was meant for use with
a mounted X300 light. The holsters are
a leg-drop style and feature a locking
retention system.
The holster system is certainly not
meant for concealed carry, but it is a
very comfortable rig to wear in longer stretches and in a class. It is not
a quick-draw holster by any stretch,
but it does do a great job securing
the M45A1 with moving or using other
guns on the range.
While disappointing, the lack of
available information on the accessories is not surprising. The items used
in military service are often in such
poor condition at the end of their service life that they are recycled or destroyed. The M45A1 is one of the few
modern arms in current military use
available as surplus. Surplus holsters
can be found as well, but are harder to
document as authentic.

The 1911 Soldiers On

Safariland holster. This is the model that does not allow mounting of a light.
brand-new 1911’s the author has tested
over time.

The Devil is in The Details

To further make the review authentic, the author tracked down the
exact accessories used on the issued
M45A1 pistols. These included proper
Wilson Combat magazines with the
as-issued base plates, the black (not
FDE) SureFire X300U-A flashlight and
a Safariland holster. Unfortunately
there is not a tremendous amount

of information available about these
items beyond that they were all issued in tandem with the M45A1.
The details of these products are so
scarce that the author struggled to
verify the specific models used and
had to resort to published USMC and
USN press photography to ensure the
models in this article were as close as
possible to the originals.
There just isn’t enough information
out there to even make a strong call
on the exact type of ammunition used
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It isn’t new and it isn’t light, but it
sure can be trusted. The romantic notions that guide the American spirit
are present here in the M45A1, a faithful companion of many struggles born
again in the new era to again face
down the threats against freedom.
In practical use, the M45A1 is a modern dinosaur that takes the millions of
man-hours of knowledge on the platform and distills them into an ultra-reliable and accurate (but low-capacity
and heavy) fighting pistol.
It is an unknown what the future
holds for this pistol and the 1911 in service, but it is likely that it is not the last
variant that will see adoption or action
as American interests are threatened
abroad. If you are looking for a real-deal
Colt 1911 that is identical in all important
respects to what was issued to our elite
fighters, this is your gun.
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In hardback format, the second edition of this classic work has been expanded to 430 pages and includes
new information from recently discovered government documents and numerous color photographs.
What’s Included: Prototypes and production M14 rifles and their commercial semiautomatic counterparts,
contractors, subcontractors, experimental models, match and sniper rifles, modern M14 rifles, training,
magazines, parts and accessories, ammunition, maintenance and more!
Order your copy of The U.S. M14 Rifle: The Last Steel Warrior (Second Edition) today!
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INDUSTRY NEWS
FN SeaMounted
Weapon
Solutions
In addition to naval Remote
Weapon Stations, FN Herstal
provides a range of ergonomic,
mechanical pintle-mounted
weapon systems featuring any
FN® machine guns, including the
.50-caliber FN® M3M (worldwide
exclusivity) and FN® M2HB-QCB.
As part of its one-stop-shop
service commitment, FN Herstal
manages the installation of its
products onto new or in-service platforms, offers operator
training and provides integrated
logistics support throughout the
entire product life cycle.
fnherstal.com

New FN® Light Pintle Head
featuring FN MAG® machine
gun, here with optional links
and cases collector.

BAE Systems, Elbit Systems of America to
Transform Army Combat Vehicles
BAE Systems and Elbit Systems of America have
teamed up to develop and integrate advanced operational capabilities for combat vehicles. The arrangement
is focused on validating and integrating new technologies
on combat vehicle systems to deliver advanced warfighting
capabilities.
BAE Systems is an industry leader in the design, integration, production and support of innovative combat vehicles. Elbit Systems of America is a world leader in the design
and integration of advanced turret solutions. This teaming
arrangement will explore crew automation, vehicle protection systems and other defensive and offensive systems for
integration into turrets of various cannon calibers and supporting weapon systems for combat vehicles.
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“BAE Systems and Elbit Systems of America are investing
in transformational combat vehicle technologies and turret
solutions that will greatly enhance the lethality and survivability of next-generation combat vehicles for the U.S. and
international militaries,” said Jim Miller, director of business
development at BAE Systems. “Our relationship demonstrates a commitment to provide our customers with solutions for future battlefields based on our collective combat
vehicle expertise.”
BAE Systems and Elbit Systems of America will leverage
their comprehensive experience for the evaluation, demonstration, and validation of multiple mission payloads and
capabilities for the next generation of combat systems.
baesystems.com / elbitsystems-us.com
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Sea deFNder® Remote
Weapon Station fitted
with .50-caliber FN®
M2HB-QCB machine gun.
Other FN® machine guns,
such as the .50-caliber
FN® M3R machine gun
with a high rate of fire (up
to 1,100 RPM), are available with no change to
the overall architecture.

Combat-Proven Sea deFNder®
Remote Weapon Station
naval platform including USV.
The deFNder® is based on a standardized open architecture allowing integration with a Combat Management System (CMS), external sensors as well as third-party equipment. The open architecture makes it possible to control
several deFNder® stations from one single (or more) C2
system and opens the door to collaborative combat of a
networked deFNder®.
fnherstal.com

Based on its long-standing expertise in firearms and more
recent integrated electronics, optoelectronics, software and
power-drive technologies, FN Herstal designs, develops,
manufactures and ensures perfect integration of high-grade
remote weapon stations of the deFNder® series.
With the deFNder® Medium—dedicated to land operations—as a basis, FN Herstal proposed the Sea deFNder®
Remote Weapon Station for maritime applications to
counter current and emerging asymmetric threats from any

EOTECH® awarded Kansas
Highway Patrol Optics Contract
EOTECH, the leading manufacturer of
holographic weapon sights and premium Vudu riflescopes, has been awarded
a $277,000 optics contract from the Kansas State Highway Patrol. The KSHP has
chosen the EXPS2-0 holographic sight to
outfit its new arsenal of carbines.
The contract is part of a group of
contracts that were awarded new Colt
M4 Trooper carbines for KSHP officers
and the necessary accessories for each,
including 600 EOTECH EXPS2-0 Holographic Weapon Sights with quick-re-

lease mounts.
“EOTECH is very pleased the KSHP
chose our optic, joining an immense,
worldwide community of professional
users who count on the speed, accuracy and reliability our holographic technology provides,” says Mark Cockman,
Vice President of Commercial and Law
Enforcement Sales for EOTECH. “We
are confident that our products will
enhance their capabilities and contribute in providing safety and security
for the officers and their community.”
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The EOTECH EXPS2-0 is the premium
model holographic sight. Like all models,
it projects a 68 MOA ring and a 1 MOA dot
reticle, offering uncompromising speed
and accuracy. It offers brightness buttons on the side of the sight allowing the
user to configure a magnifier if needed. It
also includes an adjustable, quick-detach
mounting base that provides immediate
attachment and removal, while positioning the sight at a perfect lower-third
co-witness with iron sights.
eotechinc.com

NEXT-GENERATION
TECHNOLOGY
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Textron Systems’ Next Generation Squad Weapons (NGSW) are
redefining the future of small arms with a rifle and automatic rifle both
chambered in 6.8mm and utilizing revolutionary CT ammunition.
We never settle.

Cased Telescoped 6.8 mm Rifle

Cased Telescoped 6.8 mm
Automatic Rifle

TextronSystems.com
© 2021 Textron Systems Corporation.

MODULARITY WITHOUT COMPROMISE. The MRAD adapts to a variety of needs without sacrificing
performance. With 5 Shot, Sub-MOA performance, this bolt-action system continues to define a
new class of long-range precision rifles. Available in 7 user changeable calibers: 338 LM, 338 NM,
300 NM, 300 PRC, 300 WM, 308 Win, and 6.5 Creed.
barrett.net

